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way, the gas which the bones give out
place, when attachment triumphed over turned Cupid,* leave off desiring to be hearty, well principled service, I would ; that
»
‘
■
■
•O 7
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employ children brought up by such a in great abundahce can be supplied at a
fear I The last earthly carfe of Jesus was loved.*
These-remarks by Mrs. Barbatild are mother.
accomplished. His mother was confided
much cheaper rate-than the gas obtained
JAMES K. REMJCH,
to the disciple whom he best loved. The fullef sound philosophy. Who has not ob
from coals, it is rather singular, that the
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
favorite disciple eagerly accepted the hon served in his circle of acquaintance, and in
experiment has not been tried in this coun
THE FARME»,
deplored,that ass«»]“
orable and precious charge ; for, “ from the recesses of his own heart, the same in
try.
[Lon. Lit. Gaz.
MORAL,
ivcmentor ,lisc0 > _
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ADVANTAGES of small farms.
g
that hour,” as we are told by himself, “ he consistency of expectation, the same pee
■he community
vishness of discontent.
took her to his own home,”
A sihgle uncultivated acre, is a real I
nveutor, in ad™“'; A xNEVV TESTAMENT SCENE
HUMOROUS.
Says Germanicus, ‘ There is my dunce physical evil in any state, and tlrere can be i.
The whole scene is one of unrivalled
val-d. by a host if, ;1
Or, Jesus, John, and their Mother.
pathos. Had it taken place in a quiet of a»class-mate has found his way into Con no doubt that extensive tracts, which arc ,
j by envy and cPu;?"i
spurious combonnM[From the Rev. F. W. P. Greenwood’s chamber, and by the side of a peaceful gress, and is living amid the perpetual ex now Waste would have been reclaimed, and' t What will you lay it’s a lie ?--We have
says the Georgia Courier, the fol
stitute for the ge^
“ Lives of the Apostles.”]
death bed, it would have moved us : but citement of intellectual minds, while I am an incMciilable addition been made to the '; heard
,
anecdot e told of Commodore Hull :
remite°
SUc i;
There is not much told of John individ- how singularly and solemn does it -come in, cooped up in an ignorant country parish, produce and population of the country,- if!lowing
‘
tancesare* s/«'
towards the closing scenes of our a sweet and molting interlude, in the midst obliged to be at the beck and call of every the system of large farms had not obtained !
“ As the Constitution and Guerrier ap
each other, Com. Hull had de
many that andevia^avi°r’s mi«st'ry
life- At the last of that wild and appalling conflict "under ■ old woman who happen^ to feel uneasy in among us. In a small farm each part is j proached
'
course are unimpoiMSupper which he and Peter had been sent the open and frowning heaven, of passion,;. her mind.’
seen by the eye of its master, an! has its termined to withhold his fire, till a favora
------- .------ road to ».
------ due tillage. The work of husbandry is I ble opportunity offered for an effectual dis
politictrain of imitatorsi eJto prepare, we are told that “there was violence, outcry, shame and agony! It | ‘‘ Well, Germanicus,-the
Jdt'vpiP^iV01? Weaning on. Jesus’ bosom one of his disci- i,s like one of those bushed pauses between i
distinction was as open to you as to him chiefly performed, by the farmer and his ''charge of his broadside on the near ap
:tchX iZ°se^
Jesus loved.” This disciple the fits of mid night storm, when the ele-i—did you not choose it 1’ ‘ Oh, I
of his enemy. He bad some diffi
family. They spare no pains to cultivate . proach
1
in restraining the eagerness of his
was John himself; v ho was so fond of the. merits wait, and pity seems pleading with ; could not consent to be the tool ot a party that soil which assures their subsistence : j culty
*
particularly as the Guerrier bore
to shake hands with the vicious and and hence the glebe subdued and manured j men.
AROMATIC ^^distinction which his Master’s attachment wrath, ere the war and the turmbil begin
’
flelij’ated in cases «{^conferred on him, or to speak more proflatter fools. It would gall me to the with assiduous care, makes a large return |down
upon them with a constant firing ;
1
HvresT’of *sm-n5ss °*!!f perlyt was so gratefully sensible of the valIt would appear that the enemies, of our quick to hear my opponent^ aetgtse me of to that labour which is bestowed omits j but Hull incessantly repeating ; “ Donit
eaknVss^8ccP—kS'ue
^ie attachment itself, that he contin- Lord were satisfied, for that time, with actions I never committed, and of motives culture. A vast population springs uj>,Hfire till J five you the word—don’tfire—
:ul to the smell J ^ally speaks of himself, in his history, as his destruction ; for we do not read that which worlds would not tempt me to in and the land is covered ^itfi the dwellings don’tfire,” watcnedAvith suppressed anxie
roots and aromatic her
disciple whom Jesus loved ; a title John, or (he females who were with him, dulge.’ Since Gcrmanictis is wise enough of a multitude of cultivators, who find, ty and a seaman’s eye, the neater aryl
know the whistle costs more than it is each, in the produce of that snaatl farm: nearer approach of his‘ enetny. At last;
hTsZk°rpaP l^Ose^w^c^ he s^ely would not have assumed, suffered any harm on account of their fear-1! to
----- .1,
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unless it had been really conferred on him. less exposures. It is probable also that i worth, is he not unreasonable to murmur which he occupies, a decent ahd comforta finding a favourable moment and Caution
the
prodigies
which
succeeded
the
death
,
because
he
has
not
bought
it
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P^ace
suPPer *s an evidence that
ble maintenance. It happens otherwise ing all hands to be ready; he shouted; the
Matrona always wears „a /rdiscontented where farms are of a large extent. In a command “ Fire,” with so much vehe
lerful cordial me^he was high in the favor of Jesus. He of Jesus, deterred his executioners from |
ice, sicknessof thestd’wasleaning or lying on his bosom, that is, pursuing any farther their work of blood. look, when she hears the praises of Clio.; large farm many, parts are overlooked or mence ahd with such a sudden squat and
‘ I used to write her composition for her, neglected, and a more negligent culture is violent stamp of both feet bn the deck;
t of appetite,
TO he was the next below him, and as it was
when we were at school together,’ says bestowed by hired laborers more remiss and that the naval uniform, particularly the
>le ^system
the
ancients
to
recline at
t.Llb custom
bUOlULU of
VI the
IHV
aiSVltnilD
tv 1W1111V
etc
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she ; ‘ and now she is quite the idol of less interested in the crop. dPhe great far pantalbohs; being ver^ tight, he split the
iem. Price 121 cej *Wr meals, his head was bro’t in contact
the literary world j while 1 am never mer is placed in a state of higher plenty, latter from the knees to the waisbahd.”
[From the Massachusetts Journal.]
■d '■1 with his Master’s breast;, a situation which
OSBORN, Kennek used-always to be reserved by the host at PHILOSOPHY ^CONSISTENCY. heard of beyond my own family, unless and his dwelling, his furniture, and his ta-;
some one happens to introduce me as the ble express his opulence; but while he
same.
Spirittial Heroism.—On the day of the
an entertainment, for the persons whom
Among all the fine things Mrs. Barbauld friend of Clio.’ ‘ Why not write then,— enjoys this affluence, arid while luxury battle of Bunker Hill, a Yankee Captain,
he honored and esteemed. It was while
she never wrote anything better and see if the world will not learn to in gaitis admission arnong a rank of men to who considered “discretion the bettor
he was thus leaning, that Simon Peter wrote,
■
her essay on the Inconsistency of troduce Clio as the friend of Mationa V whose condition it is ill suited, the popu- part of valour,” chose to remain at Cam-beckoned to him that he should ask of than
i
Jesus, who it was who .should betray him. Human Expectations. “Every thing/’ c 1 write ! not for the world f I could not lousnessof the country decays, the number bridge, instead of exposing himself oh the
John did as he was requested, and Jesus isays she, “ is marked at a settled price. endtire to pour my. soul out to an undis- of industrious cultivators is diminished, bloody heights of Charlestown. He how
-ie’ our iabor, Our ingenuity ‘ is so cerni.nff multitude; X could not see my
showed him who the traitor was by giving O«r time
.and extreme indigence is too often found ever permitted those of his men who wfete
Jpdas. a sop. All this seems to have been much ready money which we are to lay. cherished thoughts caricatured by; some • in the dwellings'of those who inhabit willing, to meet the foe in deadly strife.;
done in private, and apart from the knowl out to the best advantage.—Examine, soulless
7 1-2
.
- reviewer,
y . —-and my favorite fan- /around. This practice has for sometime One of them, who was“ in the forefront
edge of the other disciples, and proves the compare, ¿hoose, reject ; but stand to C!es expounded by he matter of-ftet ed-, provai!ed is England ; the number of small of the hottest battle,” and escaped unhurt,
Why <Wj forms.is dimihislldd, and the proprietors of met his valorous Caplain many years after,
great measure of condescension and confi your own judgment ; and do not, like chil (tor of some stupid paper.
noted ITCH OIK dence which was exercised by the Master dren, when you have purchased one thing,; Matron« envy what She knows costs so eslaies have in
instances adopted the and recognized him, though now clad in the
diich has stood fret
I pi;m-of laying many small farms-into one sable garments of a clergyman. ; After a
repine that you do not possess another, miwh, and is of so little value .
toward
this
his
favorite
follower.
ointment, the price
Yet so it is, through all classes of soc«;-. la e fena
A„rieWtnre has not profitcd few salutations our quondam. Captain ob
After Jesus was betrayed «and seized, which you would not purchase. Would
reduced from 50 to:
_ ; by !his alteraiion. Tbe glcbo stinted in serves “ since we last saw each other, I
John is supposed to have been that other you be rich ? Do you think that the single t.y.. All of us covet some neighbor’s xpj«^LSO...
disciple, who went with Peter to the Pal point worth the sacrificing every thing session, and think our lot would have been its tillage, where a sihgle master grasps a have become ah altered man. I hofr fight
had it been different from what it whole domain, has hot yielded a more with spiritual weapons against the powers
rt's Billions ace of the high priest, and gained him ad else to t You may then be rich. Thou happier,
is. Yet most of us could obtain worldly abundant harvest, and the markets less of darkness.” “Indeed!” replies the
sands
have
become
so
from
the
lowest
mittance
there
by
means
of
his
acquaint

se Pills have been offe
distinctions, if our habits and inclinations amply provided in some important articles, veteran, “ I am surprised that the man
ale of them basexcei: ance with that dignitary. However this beginnings, by toil, and diligence, and at
; expectations of the; may be he was the only one of the twelve tention to the minutest articles of expense allowed us to pay the immense price at miss that supply which they were accus who is afraid of gunpowder should dare to
y be fairly corfsiderei who had the fortitude to attend his belov and profit. But you must, give up the which they nrtist be purchased. True wis tomed to draw from small farms. The fight the d—
of their many virttts
pleasures of leisure, of an unembarrassed dom lies in findingout all the advantages population of the country has fallen.
ustly esteemed fori ed Master to the cross. How touchingly
of a situation in which we are. placed, in
Indian Wit. In tithe of the last Wat,
ration as a aatTiartio is it manifested on this awful occasion, mind, and of a free, unsuspicious temper. stead of imagining the enjoyments of one While the mansion of the great farmer has
risen more ostentatiously, those numerous when West India rum was as high as fifteen
is necessary—Theys1 that the softest natures are often the no You must learn to do hard, if not unjust
n rem edy in all bill« blest and most fearless too; and that those, things ; and as for the embarrassment of iri which fre are riot placed.
tenements that were scattered through the shillings per gallon, (and this, by the way,
Such philosophy is rarely found : (be fields, or that encircled the village green,
head, stojnach &bc> which are apparently the most daring and a delicate and ingenuous spirit, it is neces
is lovver than rum ever should be,) one of
appetite, dizziness, w
sary for you to get rid of them as fast as most perfect sample I ever met, was an old |i have disappeared, and the“ deserted vil- the Penobscot Indians entered the store of
—they are likewise masculine, may yet shrink away in the time
woman, Who was apparently the poorest!
xtious diseases, re> of peril and distress. Who, in that hour possible.ou must not stop to enlarge your and most forlorn bfthb human species— iige’ has furnished a theme for the poet’s a Mr . R***, in Bath, and seeing a hogs
song. The ancient tenant finding no oc ' head of rum which had just been rolled in
ery kind by dissolving of darkness—darkness in the heavens and mind, polish your taste, or refine your sen
.orbid matter, helpii; in the hearts of men ; Who in that hour of timents ; but must keep on in one beaten so true is the maxim which all profess to enpation in the fields where he has spent to the store, inquired of the trader—what
a lost appetite—a si» abandonment, when even the Son- of God track, without turning aside to the right believe, and which none act upon invari his youth, forsakes his native shore and he asked foroccapee 2-—this is the Indian
fits. They are se a« cried out that he was forsaken ; who of' hand, or the left. “ But,” you say, “ I ably, viz : that happiness does not depend seeks with bis family another climate
name for ruin. “ Fifteen shillings,” re
sons and hours, that:
on outward circumstances.—The wise wo
summer or winterrai all his followers, were with him then to sup-;, cannot submit to drudgery like this—I feel man, to whom I have alluded, walks to where his industry is better rewarded, or plied the trader hastily; and with an ait of
where he serves to swell the ranks of sick indifference. “Fifteen shfliingsl” repeat
without regard to'slii port him by their sympathy, and prove to a spirit above it.” ’Tis well; be above it
¡ess. Their operation him their love ? In the, midst of scoffing then ; only do not repine because you are Boston, from a distance of twenty-five ness, poverty, and death. This is not all. ed the Indian. “ Yes.” “ No give it—
or thirty miles to sell a. hag of brown thread Let it be remembered that a firm and in
d, that by experience:
soldiers, and brutal executioners, under the not rich. Is knowledge the pearl of price
ask era too much. ” “Very well,” re
I any other physic be lowering sky, and just below -the frightful in your estimation ? That too may be pur and stockings ; and then patiently foots it dependent spirit is better nourished among turned Mr. R***, “ I can keep it—-it will
■ public.
back
again
with
her
little
gains.
Her
dress,
that rank of men, by W'hom small firms eat nothing.” The Indian knowing that
cross, we behold four weeping females^ chased by steady application, and long solre covered with ad
though tidy, is a grotesque collection of are cultivated. They are actuated by the
and one disciple, the youngest and gen■ itrtry hours of study and reflection. “ But,”
Kennebec river was hear, and that some
isigh of Elie Good Sai
‘ shredsand patches,’ coarse in the ex same spirit. They derive courage from
:s name thereon.
of its water was frequently put by the re
tlest of the twelve, braving the horrors; says the’man of letters, “ what a hardship
treme.
‘
Why
don
’
t
you
come
down
in
a
their numbers and resources. The bold tailers Where it was made to bring them
ALSO—
of this place of blood, braving the anger• is it that many an illiterate fellow, who canV said I, when 1 observed that animate the timid. Tire resolute confirm I the price of rum, muttered out the inquiry
Jaundice-Bitt^' dfjhose in authority and the insults of those; not construe the motto on his coach, shall waggon
she was soon to become a mother, and was the wavering. 'They take their measures
!
raise
a
fortune,
and
make
a
figure,
while
I
I in a surly mood—“no eat noting ?”
who
do
their
bidding,
determined
to
be
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evidently wearied with „her Jong joUrndy. in comhion ; they prosecute them with “ Y
a d
ia„ replyeat noth
No,
” was his
near their friend and Master in his agonic^ possess merely the common conveniences
'e.lebrated Eye ILii
4 We’hailt got any ’harse,’ replied
she ; i vigor, and their simple virtues will give its ’
ing.” “ ~
But,” rejoined tne Indian, “ me
and ready on the spot and at the moment, of life.” Was it for fortune then, that you
the above is kept in:
pale over the midnight lamp, and ■ the neighbors are‘very Kind to me, but eliaracter to a country, and uphold in the guess it drink em good deal water !” The
to share them. And what is it that braces grew
:
.JE—in Wells by Nd
gave
the
sprightly years of youth to study they can’t spare their’n ; and it would costI hour of danger, the rights and liberties of stroke was the more befitting as it Was
up the nerves of this feeble company to ;
3. Goodale and G. Cos
as much to hire one, assail my thread will all.—Taunton Advocate.
pretty strongly suspected, that Mr. R. Was
such a singular pitch of fortitude and dar and* reflection T You have then mistaken
:r & Tufts—by the w
come to.’ ‘You have a husband—don’t
md Boston, and by!
in the habit of Watering his liquors quite
ing ? The simple but, unconquerable your path, and ill employed your industry.
he
do
any
thing
for
you
?
’
‘
He
is
a
good
incipal towns from JI
Purity of Flour.—The following direc generously.
Gard, paper.
strength of affection ; the generous om “ What reward have I then for all my la man ; he does all be can ; but he's a crip
tions have been published as affording
What reward ! A large, compre
nipotence of their attachment and grat bor
eow.!
ple
and
an
invalid.
He
reels
tny
yarn,
hensive soul, purged from vulgar fears and 11 -- — ” -rti
means of ascertaining, in some degree, the
itude. In the might of their love, they
Genuine Politeness.—A poor woman,
• v
ii ito interpret the works r.r
the children s shoes. Ho s as purity Of Flour —1. Grasp a handful
able
or; and■ .wcdc.j
>
ascend the hill of Calvary ; and take prejudices,
LA, and of God—A perpetnal spring of i^nd a.husband as a womauneed to have, briskly, and squeeze it half a minute ; it with two children, who appeared much
their station beneath the cross ; hearing frod. ideas, and the conscious ,jisnity of But h.s bemga crrpp e is a heavy m.sfordistressed, but was remarkably clean,
rship heretofore ey
preserves the form of the cavity of the
nothing amidst all that tumult, but the
2 subscribers is this
• * v
r’cvzvU
TToovnni tune to you, said I. ‘ Why ma am, 1 don t hand, although it may be rudely plac curtseyed to his lordship, the Earl of Bewtieaven!
•?
’
n x i- 1*. *
i- i *i
promptings of their devoted hearts ; see superior intelligence. Good
at consent. All persffl
! x
i can you o/,it m that -F
light,/i replied the* ed upon the table* Adulterated flout on borough, as he was passing ; he drew out
ask!j << tun
but is look upon
‘
ing nothing but their dying Lonl ; remem what other reward
1 are requested tb i
K
thread-woman : ‘ rconsider that 1 ve great the contrary, soon falls down ; that mixed his purse, but in attempting to give her two
f
Symonds who K duly
bering nothing but that he was dear to it not a reproach tipon the economy ot;
Providence that such a otie, who is a mean,
to be tnankfol be never ook to any with whiting is the most adhesive, though shillings, they dropped and rolled into the
the same.
' “
them, and that he was in misery.
dirtv fellow should have amassed wealth W
How many chddren ..have it soon gives way ; but if the adulteration kennel, upon which his Lordship, after
lTHANIEL UPHA;
O how loftily does courage like this,
picking them up, wiped them with his
'
ix!
l
von
bix
sons,
F. SYMONDS,
’ and rive
■ darters,’ ma am. be ground stones,, bones, or Plaster of
rise above that ruder and earthly courage, enough to buv half a nation ! LX’ot m tne /
er 19, 1828.
least
He made hhnseffa moan, dirtv ‘Sg *>“• i'n<‘ hve, daughters! What a Paris, it almost immediately falls. 2. pocket handkerchief, before he gave them
which rushes to the battle field, and is
to .the distressed widow.
Jor.“ POOT,womi? to
SYMOW . crowned with the applauses of the world ! fellow for that very end. He has paid his:
Dip the forefinger and thumb in a little
[Nollekens and his times.
ick formerly belong"
health, his conscience, and his liberty for ; I » *surely ma am; nut there sweet oil, and take up a small quantify of
It calls for none of those excitements and
Symonds & Co; w
it. Dovonenvv him his bargain ? Will
‘ one of em I d be wnlmg to lose. the flower between them ; if it is pure it
gtimuhntsfrom without, which goad rough
2\n old lady who had numbered her
less at the old »
,
•
.
, -i1 hey are as good children as need to be— may be rubbed for any length of time, and
<
»
.
tronage is respect«
spirits into madness, but relics on those re you hang vour head in ms presence, be- ’all willing
ninetieth
year, was asked by a sprightly
to work, and all clever to me.
; favors gratefullyacb
sources that are within, those precious cause be outshines you in equipage and , Even the littlcst boy, when he gets a cent will not become adhesive, but if whiting miss inher-teens, at what period of life la
stores and holy powers which are the show 2 Lift up your browr with a noble con now and then for doing a chore, will be be present it very speedily becomes putty ; dies lost all relishfor gallantry I To which
all demands belong'»;
strength of a single and faithful breasl.— fidence, and say to yourself, “ I have notj sure and bring it to Ma’am.’ ‘ Do your and adheres strongly. The pure flour al tlip ancient matron with a significant look,
, F. SymonU'S & Co. i
so takes a very dark colour from the oil,
That is the courage of the animal ; this these things, it is true ; but it is because I
30th of April next
daughters spin your thread ? ‘ No, ma’am ; but the adulterated flour is but very little replied, “ Indeed, my child, you must put
have
not
desired,
or
sought
them
;
it
is
be;
of
the
soul.
It
is
pure
;
it
is
divine.
To
8, 1829.
the question to some one older than lam.”
as soon as they are old enough, they go
say all in one word, it is such as moved cause I possess something better. I have . out to sarvice. I don’t want to keep them altered in color. 3. Lemon juice or vinthe complacent regard of the Saviour Jjim- chosen mv lot! I am content aniFsatis-: always delving for me-—they are always egar will also shew the presence of whit
Novel Rencontre.—At Philadelphia
self, even in the height of his sufferings, fled.’”’ The most characteristic mark of a willing to give mo what they can ; but it ing by the agitation itptoduces in the flour; on Monday last, a vessel under full sail ran
1LE OR RETAIL.
pure
flour
produces
no
particular
effects
great
mind
is
to
choose
some
one
object,
Haiiging on the cross, bleeding and ex
foul of a hackney-coach moving at the or
is right and fair they should do a little for
hausted, yet when he saw '4s moi her, and which it considers important, and pursue themselves.?—I do all my spinning after the with these fluids.
G WHICH ABE*- ,,
dinary rate, damaged the harness and bruis
that
object
thro
’
life.
If
we
expect
the
the
dhifiple
standing
by,
whom
frq-Joved,
Y and Scientific U
ed one of the horses. The coach was
;folks are abed.’ ‘ Don’t von thinli you
/Y
njmau
C
harcoal
.
—
Some
years
ago,
must pay
the price.
he was touched by their constancy ; his purchase
' There We
is nprctlv
passage
in one ofLn/sho''![?'? bet<cr,°E il'you k''1
one,but
upon a wharf, and the offending party was
Agricultural Reader
! the newspapers gave an account of an es- i
thoughts were recalled to earth ; the do
a sloop missing stays, and protruding her
einn
’
s
dialogues,
where
Jupiter
complains
p.P>
a
end of History
i
tablishment
at
Copenhagen,
in
which
the
|
mestic affections rushed into his bosom ;
. . . r . a
1
I dont. If I had nt. been married,! should i charcoal made from bones was used with proboscis, like certain other characters,
am mars ; Arithm
ami with a tender care, which provided at to Cupid that though he has bad so many ; always have had. to worlt as bard as I
rather beyond her own proper sphere.
popular School »
once a protection for his parent arid a re intrigues, he was never sincerely beloved. could ; and now I can’t do more than that. I great success in the purification of comEve. Bulletin.
“
Tn
order
to
be
loved,
”
says
Ctrpid,
“
you
:
mon
oils,
whilst
the
gas
which
wasgenerward for his friend, “ he saith unto his
in use.
My children are a great comfort to me ; and ;j ated served to light a great part of the
mother, Woman behold thv son ’. Then must laV aside your aegis and your thunder
lt of
\
I look forward to the time when theyr’ll
The finished Gambler has no heart.
H 1: neighborhood. An establiihment of this
of BLANK ACCO
saith he to the disciple, Behold thv moth bolts, yon must curl and perfume your hair,
do as much for me, as I have done 1...
The
companions with whom he herds
or
i
kind
is
being
formed
at
Stockholm.
It
is
and
place
a
garland
on
your
head,
and
er !’* Where was there ever so affecting a
BOOKS.
;
thetn.’
said that the most rancid fish oils are made would meet, though it were in an apartment
7SSJki QUILLS.
:
bequest as that which was then made, walk wifh a soft step, and assume a win- ;
Here was true philosophy ! I learned a
ZJVG6'and B.OfW
. - play upon
when love and filial piety triumphed over ning, obsequious deportment.” “ But,” 1 lesson from that poor woman, which I equal to the finest sperm oil by the use of in. the charnel-house. He would
, ,,
.
P
J
| this charcoal ; and that in consequence ofbrother’s coffin ; he woffidplay by his
be sold at pneey.'
replied
Jupiter,
“
I
am
not
willing
to
re

suffering ? Where was*there ever so affec
null not soon forget. If 1 wanted true J
prof;< rSsnltmg from its employment in 'farther’s aepulobre.
3 scarcity ofmone.v'
ting an adoption as that which then took sign so much of my dignity.” 'Then/ re
hicfes Bowq
. 2, 1029
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giving an account of the proceedings thereon ;
was considered. One or two unimportant insert $1000. Mr Pond of Û. and Mr Bant«!
and that in consequence of a movement of U. STATES LEGISLATURE motions were made, when the Committee elle of W. advocated it ; which prevailed;
the worthy first division of the army to sus
rose, reported the bill to the House and the and the resolve was amended on the motion
By thé arrival of the ship Don Quixote at tain the rights of the people, violated by the TWENTIETH CONGRESS....... SECOND SESSION. House adjourned.
of Mr. Deshon, bv inserting $1'000payable !’,
New-York, Paris papers to Jan. 4, and Havre Administration which had that day finished ;
in two equal payments, passed to be engross«’
papeys to Jan. 5, have been received. They and that in proceeding to the election of a
-ed.
SENATE.
MAINE LEGISLATURE
contain London dates to Dec. 31.
Governor interino, a part of the people wish
Ordered, Thatdhe committee on Judicaryl
'SATURDAY, FEB. 7.
The banking house of Remmington, Ste ed that each citizen should sign his name,
be instructed to inquire into the expediency!
SENATE.
and
persons
were
appointed
to
take
the
Tflc Senate did not sit this day.
venson 8c Co. stopped payment on the 27th
of amending the law in relation to the collec
FRIDAY, FEB. 13.
of December. Stevenson had disappeared. names, that this had continued until 81 citi
tion of Military fines.
zens
had
signed,
viz
:
79
for
General
Laval

MONDAY, FEB. 9.
A reward of £1000 had been offered for his
The report of the committee appointed to
The Committee to whom was referred so
arrest, and that of his clerk, James Harmer le, 1 for General Alvear, and 1 for Señor Lo
Mr. Tazewell, of Va. was appointed Teller contract with some person to do the printing much of the Speech, as relates to for tificatiôns.
pez.
It
was
however
found
impossible
from
■Lloyd. The amount of his defalcations is
of the Electoral votes, on the part of the Sen for the State, came up recommitted for con on the Penobscot river, made report which I
the immense concourse ofpeople to conclude ate. Two hours were spent on Executive currence.
stated as high as £¿30,000. .
was read and committed to Messrs. M’Çoblj F
this
operation
within
the
twenty
four
hours;
There appears to be nothing new from the
business.
Order of the House, that the committee of P. Swan of P. .and. Stevens of B.
it
was
then
urged
that
time
was
precious,
on Manufactures inquire into the expediency
seat of war in the eafet.
The committee to whom was referred sol
A letter from Odessa, Dec. 11, says that and that the citizens ought to occupy them
of providing by law tor the inspection of soie much of the Governor’s Speech, asrelatestol
TUESDAY, FEB. 10.
selves
in
maintaining
the
public
order.
A
the advices from Varna, which are brought
Mr Smith, of South Carolina, presented leather, was read and passed in concurrence. tresspasses on the public lands, made a report, r
down to thp 2d of that month, are not of im proposition was then made that those who the protest of the Legislature of South Car
Resolve laying a tax on the several coun which was read and ordered to lie on the table, ,
portance. The Grand Vizier is inactive in wished that General Lavalle should be Gov olina against the present laws imposing du ties, passed to be engrossed in concurrence.
ernor
interino
should
hold
up
tl\gir
hats
in
his camp at Aidos.
Bill repealing certain parts of the several
ties on imports for the purpose of protecting
Thursday, Feb. 12.
Letters of the 12th ult. from Odessa, con the right hand, and immediately the whole domestic manufactures.
Acts now in force, to organize, govern and
On motion of Mr. Robinson of V.
discipline the Militia of this State—to incor
firm the rumors of Omer Vrion-e having ad of the people, did so with loud acclamations;
Ordered, Tha*- the committee on Mamifac« I
porate the Brunswick Falls Cotton Factory
vanced upon Bazardgchick, Gen. Roth it is none were held up either for General Alvear
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 11.
—additional concerning the Municipal Court tures be instructed to inquire into the expe-1
stated, went out to meet him, and a very or Señor Lopez. General Lavalle was then
A bill passed to a second reading to provide for the town of Portland, were severally read diency of providing by law, for the inspec-1
declared duly elected as Provisional Govern
bloody action took place.
for the Claims of Citizens for French spolia a second time and passed to be engrossed— tion of Sole Leather.
A private letter of the 29th 'alt. from Con or of the Province of Buenos Ayres.
.Messrs. Fisk of F. Belcher of F{ and Hyde I
A decree of General Lavalle, provisional tions previous to 1800.
sent down for concurrence.
stantinople says :—“ All hope of an arrange
of F. obtained leave of absence for the. re-1
A bill from the House was read a second
ment has vanished, the haughty Sultan con Governor of the Province, dated 6th Decem
Bill
to
prevent
the
destruction
of
Alewives
maiuder of the session.
tinuing to adhere to his motto—Every thing ber, appointed Admiral Brown to the com time, to provide for the enrolling and licens in Little River in the town ofPerry—enlarg
mand of the civil and military government ing coasting and fishing vessels.
ing the powers of constables in the town of
or nothing!”
Extract of a letter from Smyrna, Novem of the Province during his ÇLavalle’s) absence
Eastport, were severally passed to be enact
FRIDAY, FEB. 13.
THURSDAY FEB. 12.
ed.
ber 18 :—“ The blockade of the Dardanelles in the country '
A resolve authorizing the erection of a Gun
In
the
afternoon
of
10th
December,
a
bul

The
committee
on
Military
Affairs
re

has not produced any sensation here, nor
And also resolve upon the petition of the House in the town of Farmington, passed.
letin was published,. containing a hasty des ported a bill for the» gradual increase of the town of Monson—in favor of Ichabod R.
much at Constantinople.
l'he resolve tn favor of Waterville Cpllege
patch
from
General
Lavalle
to
the
Delegate
Corps
of
Engineers.
Two
hours
were
spent
It is stated that the negotiators for the
Chadbourne—for the benefit of Waterville waspassed.
°
Governor,
(Admiral
Brown)
announcing
the
in
Executive
business.
College, were finally passed.
Powers on the settlement of Greece have
The bill to incorporate, and endow Alfred '
defeat
of
Col.
Dorrego
’
s
force
on
the
9th
agreed that the limits of that country shall
Academy was taken up and its passage-advnextend from Negropont across to the Guff of hist. ; and some further observations from an
cated by Messrs Bourne of K. Appleton. of i
FRIDAY, FEB. 13.
SATURDAY, FEB. 14.
Arts, including both those points. The for individual who was in the battle, that Dorre
A, Smith of FT. Hodgman of W. Cummings
The bill for the relief of Thomas L. Win
Order.of the House that the committee on ofP. and Williams of A. and opposed by I
tresses in Messenia have been resigned by go and Rosas fled upon the same horses throp and others, directors of the New-Eng
which they had rode in the action, were land Mississippi Land Company, was ordered the Judiciary inquire into the expediency of. Messrs. Carpenter of H. Vance of B. and;
the Mahometans to Gen. Mason.
making provision by law, for having accurate
It is asserted under Paris date of January closely pursued, &c.
to a third reading by yeas 21, nays 19. Ad returns of births, deaths and marriages in Herrick of L. and the question on massing it :
On the 11th, was published the official de journed to the 16th.
4. Don Miguel was dead, but a letter from
’ to be engrossed was taken by yeas and nays, ;
the several towns made annually to the Sec 63 in favor, 68 against. This bill provided for
Lisbon dated Dec. 20, states, that his frac tail, of the above action, in a communication
retary
of
State,
was
read
and
passed
in
con

tured limb was doing well, and he rapidly from General Lavalle to the Minister J. M.
incorporating aboard of Trustees and the [
■ recovering. M. de la Ferronayes, French Diaz Velez, dated JYavarro, December 10, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. currence.
grant of a half township of land of the value of Í
On
motion
by
Mr.
Parsons,
Minister of Foreign affairs, has had an at 1828, of which the following are the particu
$3000, but by the vote it will-be seen the bill
Ordered,
That
the
committee
on
the
Ju

THURSDAY,
FEB.
5.
tack of apoplexy, which it is supposed, will lars.
was refused a passage.
diciary
inquire
into
the
expediency
of
amend

“ On the 8th the cavalry arrived in the
Mr. Ingersoll reported a bill to suppress
C vnpel him to resign.
Ordered, in concurrence with the Senate I
ing
the
law
in
relation
to
illegitimate
chil

l'he King of England’s health continued neighborhood of Cañuelas, The force of lotteries and to prohibit the sale of lottery
that the committee on the Judiciary be in
dren—
sent
down
for
concurrence.
Col.
Dorrego
consisting
of
more
than
1500
tickets
in
the
District
of
Columbia
which
g^nd, according to the statements of the offistructed to inquire into the expediency of !
Remonstrance of P. P. Furber and als. making provision, by law to authorizedhe !
men had halted near the lake of Lobos ; was read twice and ordered to be engrossed
. tial papers.
against
bill
declaring
the
Penobscot
and
wishing
to
settle
the
question
without
the
ef

and
read
a
third
time.
A
sharp
debate
en

The American Minister transacted busi
Legislature or the Justices of the Supreme
fusion of blood, Col. Madrid was despatched sued on the bill to repeal certain tonnage du its branches public high wavs, came from the Court, or of Common Pleas to elect or ap» I.
ness with the Earl of Aberdeen, Dec. 27.
House
referred
to
Messrs.
Kent,
Clark
and
with
a
letter
from
Gen.
Lavalle
to
Col.
Dor

ties,
which
for
awhile
threatened
a
discus-'
The English funds had experienced a
point a Clerk of the Judicial Courts for any f
rego, and the cavalry of the former marched sion of the whole tariff policy. Various Harvey, with such as the Senate may join — of the counties of this State whenever fha
slight improvement.
'l'he widow of the late Marshal Massena, to Capilla Neuva, but at eight at night ad propositions were made to recommit the bill the Senate concurred, and Messrs. Parsons Governor and Council shall have neglected !
vanced towards Navarro. "Col. Dorrego with instructions to report a provision to re and Dane were joined.
died on the 2d Jan. in Paris.
appoint a Clerk, as aforesaid, for the same !
Bill declaring the Penobscot River and cer to
The Diet in Sweden was in session in wished to avoid combat, and to keep open peal the duties on Salt, Molasses, Tea, Cof
on or before the office shall become vacant by
Stockholm, Dec. 12. The King’s speech his communication with the forces in the fee, &c. when a motion made by Mr. P. tain of its branches public highways, was re virtue of the statute limiting the tenure of
shews a surplus of seven millions of rix dol North, his aim being to retreat; but the P. Barbour to lay the bill on the table, on ferred to Messrs. Dane and Parsons with such office.
■
!
lars, Swedish banco since the last Diet. movement made by Gen. Lavalle, and Col. which the yeas were 92 and the nays 92, was as the House may join—sent down for con
The resolve in favor of Ichabod R. Chad- j
currence.
Rauch presenting himself at 8 o’clock on the decided in the affirmative by the Speaker’s
Trade and agriculture are flourishing.
bourne passed to be engrossed.
Bill to ascertain the number, condition and
morning of the 8th, with a reconnoitering casting-vote. It. is apprehended, that this
The bill enlarging the powers of Consta- Í
party upon the left flank of Col. Dorrego’s vote may be considered, decisive of the fate annual expence of Paupers in this State—ad bles in the town of Eastport passed to be en- I
REVOLUTION IN BUENOS AYRES. forces, obliged him to fight ; about the same of the bill, for this session. The House then ditional to incorporate the Proprietors of Kit- acted.
time Col. Madrid returned to Gen. Lavalle, resumed the consideration of the bill relative ery Point Bridge—and bill to incorporate the
BUENOS AYRES, DEC. 6th, 1828.
The resolve in favor of the town of Mon- ,
A change has taken place in the Govern having had an interview with Señor Rosas, to the Cumberland Road ; but before any Waldo Agricultural Society, passed to be son passed.
ment of this province through the ostensible and received from him a verbal and evasive fi nal vote was taken, the committee rose and engrossed—sent down for concurrence.
The
bill to prevent the destruction of Ale- Í
Mr. Hilton from the committee to whom
agency of a division of the army lately re answet;.—Gen. Lavalie’s cavalry advanced the House adjourned.
wives in Littlé River in the town of Perry I
was
referred
so
much
of
the
Governor
’
s
to
the
attack
in
five
columns
;
Col.
Medina
turned from active operations in the Brazil
passed to be enacted.
1 I
Speech and accompanying documents, rela
ian territory. The particulars are as fol who commanded the first was wounded by
The bill to incorporate Cherrvfield Acade
FRIDAY, FEB. 6.
ting
to
the
Militia,
for
reasons
set
forth,
re

thé
fire
of
the
Guerillas
;
Col.
Rauch
who
lows.
my passed to be engrossed. This Academy i
Mr. Smyth’s propositions of amendment to
The Government learned on the nights of succeeded him, charged the extreme left of the Constitution was taken up and modified ported that the committee be discharged is not endowed by the state.
|
from
the
further
consideration
of
the
subject
Col.
Dorrego,
routing
all
that
opposed
him
;
the 30th to the 1st, that early.on the morning
The bill to incorporate and endow Bow- |
on his suggestion but no final vote was taken. —read and accepted, sent down for concur
Col.
Madrid
at
the
head
of
the
second
col

of the 1st a movement would be made by the
The bill to prohibit Lotteries in the District
doinham Academy a grant of four thousand
first division of the army, and in consequence umn, and Col. Juan Apostol Martinez of the of Columbia passed. Some time was spent rence.—Several resolves were finally passed. dollars to be paid out of the sales of State
about 3 o’clock in the morning of the 1st, an third, charged in line, receiving the fire of on private bills, when the House adjourned
Lands, was taken up and its passage advoca- ¡
. aid de camp was despatched from the Gov four pieces of artillery, served by veteran for want of a quorum.
MONDAY, FEB. 16.
ted by Mr. Jewett of B. and opposed by Mr.
ernment to Gen. Don. Juan Lavalle, who was artillerymen, which they took, cutting to
Bill to incorporate the Eastern Stage Com Baldwin of M. when the question was taken
at the head of the troops in the Receletg pieces the squadrons near them ; Col. Vega
pany—Resolve in favor of Edward Williams, by_yeas and nays, and passage refused.
SATURDAY, FEB. 7.
barracks, desiring his attendance. This of who commanded the fourth column, made a
passed to be engrossed sent down for con.
Petition of Joshua Hubbard and als pray- !
__ ________
,_____ on
_ amending the
__
Mr. Smyth
’s resolution
ficer answered that he would go directly, but charge with equal success. 200 Indians who
Bill to incorporate the Sebago and Long ing for relief in the laying out a road, was
that it would be for the purpose of displacing endeavored to outfiank the left of Gen. La- Constitution was taken up and discussed. Ar Pond Steam Boat Nav. Company, was refer read and referred.
—-------------------------• -•
■the
’
’ red to the next Legislature, sent down for
was adopted
appointing
10th
a Government from a post it was unworthy valle’s troops werfe repulsed with great loss resolution
On motion of Mr. Wentworth of S.
1
of occupying ; in fact he marched at dawn of by Col. Olvaiia at the head of 100 of the inst. for the choice of Printer to the 21st Con con.
Ordered, That the committee on the Judi
day to the Plaza del la Victoria with the 16th lancers. This completed the route of gress. Mr. Hamilton from the Committee
Bill repealing- certain parts of the several ciary be requested to inquire into the expedí- |
fifth regiment of infantry under the command Col. Dorrego’s force ; they fled and dispers on retrenchment reported a bill to abolish Acts to organize, govern and discipline the ency of passing a law regulating' the public .
of Col. Olazabals, whilst a party of the lan ed in all directions, without more than fifty the office of second Comptroller and that of Militia, came up. amended for concurrence sale of real estate for Taxes, so far, that the I
cers commanded by Col. Olavaria, and the men keeping together, having lost 100 men ; one of the auditors to the War Department. and the Senate concurred.
legality of said sale shall not be contested af- j
regiment of Cazadores of Col. Correa’s took 200 militia men were taken, and after being Several private bills were acted on in their
ter the term of " - -years, with leave to re"*
possession of the Park of artillery and other disarmed, were set at liberty. The loss in preliminary stage's. Mr. P P. Barbour re
port by bill or otherwise.
TUESDAY, FEB. 17.
Gen. Lavalle’s army consisted of Capt. Cosio ported on the mode of counting the votes for
important posts.
Ordered, 1 hat the Senate be requested to I
Report on the petition of John Neal and
At half past 4 in the morning a part of the of the 3d, and 3 soldiers killed and 22 wound President and Vice President, several re
take
from their file the petition of Jabcz P.
als.
that
the
prayer
ought
not
to
be
granted
ed
:
Lieut.
Col.
Olmos
was
wounded,
and
solves,
in
compliance
with
a
law
ot
the
Uni

lancers entered the Plaza with Gen.Lavalle
Bradbury with the accompanying papers
ted States, directing that the same should was accepted in concurrence.
and Col. Olavaria, and several other officers Cob Rauch received a slight contusion.
Bill organizing the Strafford Manufactur which were presented to the last Legislature :
Col. Don M. Dorrego has fallen into the take place in presence of both Houses on the
at their head ; a few minutes afterwards Col.
ing Company as a corporation in this State, and referred to this, and transmit the same
Correa with his regiment came to the Plaza. power of one of the pursuing parties of Señor second Wednesday of February, 11th inst.
passed to be engrossed—sent down for con to this House—read and passed.
The4th regiment of Cazadores and the Light General Lavalle.— ( Gaceta Mercantile Dec.
The bill to annex a part of Surry to the !
currence.
Artillery, with Col. Rolon and Iriarte, had 13^
MONDAY, FEB. 9.
The committee on the State Prison, re town of Ellsworth came from the Senate non- t
General Rondeau is elected Governor of
in the mean time got into the Fort, in which
The resolutions proposed by Mr. Smvth,
concurred
in the vpte of the House, refer- I
•were the Ministers, Guido and Balcarce, the Banda Oriental.
amendatory of the Constitution, were further ported that the committee be discharged
(the Governor, Dorrego, having fled at 4
discussed. Several private bills were read a from the further consideration of the petition ring the subject to the next legislature, and in
o’clock in the morning,) they placed two can
third time anti passed.-j-The bill for the re of the Trustees of the Mariner’s Church— sisting on their vote whereby they passed
nons on the bastion, and two or three small „ Mexico.—We have, says the N. Y. Ga pair of the Cumberland road was taken up read and accepted, and on motion referred the bill to be engrossed, was taken up, and !
pieces of cannon at the gateway, at the same zette, perused letters from the capital of Ve and debated,,bat before the question was ta to the committee on the Judiciary—sent the vote referring the subject to the next I
legislature reconsidered and the bill passed
ra Cruz. of late date, which express different ken, the Committee rose and the House ad down for concurrence.
time closing the entrance to the Fort.
Bill to incorporate Alfred Academy, pass to be engrossed.
Public tranquility had not been in the opinions as to the probable continuance of journed.
On motion of Mr. Boutelle of W.
[
ed to be engrossed—sent down for concur
least disturbed ; the citizens came to the tranquility. One letter from the city of Mex
The committee on the Judiciary were in- ;
rence.
Plaza, and very sonn there was a considera ico discourages, at least for the present, any
*
TUESDAY, FEB. 10.
structed to inquire into.the expediency of ;
ble .assemblage of the most distinguished enterprises to that country, although the
Mr. Sargent concluded his speech-after
requiring returns of Births and Deaths withpeople of Buenos Ayres, who offered (if nec writer confidently expresses an opinion that
WEDNESDAY,
FEB.
18.
in this state tofbe made annually.
there will shortly be a complete restoration which, the bill for the repairs of the Cum
essary) to take up arms.
Bill additional respecting Sheriffs, came
road was debated until the hour of
The consideration of the bill relating to |
This state of things remained until 7 o’ both of commercial and political prosperity. berland
referred
to
the
committee
on
the
judiciary
adjournment.
Sheriffs was further postponed to 11 o’clock |
clock in the morning, when Gen. Don Henri- Another writer seems to have great doubts
and
the
Senate
refused
a
concurrence.
Duff Green
on Tuesday next.
que Martinez came out of the Fort, upon a of the continuance of tranquility, and thinks House, having was elected Printer to the
Mr. Healy of Lincoln, who had leave of
107 votes; Gales & Seaton
A bill making Stockholders in Banks com- ¡
commission to Gen. Lavalle, from him it was that further troubles will ensue which, may had 95,
absence, appeared and took his seat.
petent witnesses was read twice.
learned that Dorrégo fiad gone off at the hour result in greater excesses, particularly to
Bill repealing certain parts of the several
aforesaid, without having delegated any one wards the old Spaniards. We yesterday
Acts now in force to organize, govern and
to command ; consequently from 4 in the announced the arrival of the conducta at Ve
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 11.
discipline the militia,—to Incorporate the
SATURDAY, FEB. 14.
morning there was no government in Buenos ra Cruz with nearly a million of dollars.
The principal business attended to was the Eastern Stage Company, were severally pas
A resolve providing for the purchase ofa
Ayres, as the Ministers had no authority Letters received here state that it was rob opening and counting the votes for President sed to be enacted.
certain number of Greenleaf’s Reports of de
bed on the road of about two hundred thou and V. President. At 12 o’clock, the Senate,
whatever.cisions in the Supreme Court passed to be en
In consequence of this answer, a procla sand dollars—the ¿mount deducted on account headed by the Vibe President of the U.
grossed.
THURSDAY, FEB. 19.
mation to the people was issued by Gen. of spoliations was 16 ¿-3 per cent.
States, entered the Representatives’ Hail,
A bill to provide for the disipline and gov
Bill to incorporate the Maine Manufactur
Lavalle.
Extract of a let terfrom Vera Cruz, Jan. 12 when the tejlers proceeded to read the cer ing Company, for the encouragement and ernment of the Militia of this state was read s
After this General Guido had two confer
tificates
of
the
Electors,
and
at
the
close
the
twice.
We have only the first day’s proceedings
ences with General Lavalle, and the former of the Congress. They commenced by pro Vice President announced that ANDREW improvement of machinery, came from the
The report of the committee on the peti
promised to place the Fort and troops at the posing to repeal the outlawry of St. Anna, JACKSON was-elected President of the House passed to be engrossed as amended tion of sundry inhabitants of the town of
disposal of the authorities whom the people and his adherent, and grant them all ah am United States, and JOHN C. CALHOUN, for concurrence, and the Senate concurred.
An additional Act respecting the appoint Bridgton incorporated into a territorial Par
should elect to the provisional command, as nesty—to repeal the law restricing the liber Vice President, for the next four years.
ish. A motion was made to refer the subject
soon as that event should be communi ty of the press-—to expel all the old Span There being some clapping in the galleries, ment of Clerks of the Judicial Courts parsed to the next legislature and supported by , Mr..
to be engrossed—sent down for concurrence.
cated.
when
the
result
was
declared,
the
Speaker
Davis of B. and others. The reading of the
iards within three months, and other meas
At one o’clock in the afternoon an immense ures of similar character, all of which will very promptly ordered the galleries to be
Petition and the remonstrance together with
concourse of people occupied the church of probably be carried into effect.—The express cleared, which was done immediately. Mr. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. statements of facts on the part of the remon
St. Francisco, conducting themselves in the
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 11.
strance as also on the part of ¿he petitioners
yesterday, brings intelligence that things Tazewell, of the Senate, Messrs. Van Renbest order and circumspection, proper when of
A Resolve granting to the Wesleyan Sem was called for, upon which a discussion arose,
were quiet. Zavala was the head man in sellaer, and P. P. Barbour, of the House,
about to exercise an act of sovereignty.
public affairs. Bt Anna was soon expected. were the committee to notify Gen. Jackson inary $1000 payable in two years annually, in which several gentlemen took a part and
Under auspices so favorable the popular '1 he old Spaniards leaving—probably 300 of his election.
out of the State Treasury.
without coming to a decision the report to
assembly was opened, and as soon as they now on the road down.”* J\^Y. Mer. fdv.
The votes for President and Vice Presi
An amendment to substitute in lieu of a gether with the papers relating to the samo
had elected a President in the person of S.
grant of money, a half township of land on were on motion, committed to the standing
I he Falmouth slopp of war remained at dent, as officially declared were as follows:
Dr. D. Julien S. de Auguero, the communi Vera Cruz on the 17th ult. for orders from
FOR PRESIDENT.
the ground that it would amply endow the in committee on the part of the House on the
cation was read which.Gen. Lavalle had ad Mr. Pomsett, who was waiting for the ratifi For Andrew Jackson.
178 stitution and prevent future applications to incorporation of Parishes, for further investi
dressed to-the people, in it a succinct account cation of the 1 reaty. The Grampus ‘ was
‘ John Quincy Adams,
the Legislature'for additional grants. The gation
was given of the movement effected, and still at Tampico.
FOR VICE PRESIDENT.
On motion of Mr. Ludden of C.
amendment was advocated by Mr. Adams of
that public opinion had imperiously called
For John C. Calhoun, ■
171 P. and McCobb of D. and opposed by Mr.
Ordered, I'hat Messrs. Ludden of C..
upon the first division of the army, in order
‘ Richard Ru$h,
83 Kent of B. and Baldwin of M. On the ques Bourne of K. and Weeks of C. be a commit
that a change should take place in the ad
‘
W
illiam
S
m
^
th
,
7 tion of adopting the amendment it passed in tee to inquire into the expediency of passing
In New-York a meeting was held on the
ministration ; that it had been realized with evening of the 3Istult. Preserved Fish, Esq.
the negative. Mr. Stevens of B. Clark of H. a law to exempt farming uteusiE from-at
out tears or bloodshed, and that in the name in the chair, to express their sentiments on
McCobb of P. Williams of R. and Kidder of' tachment on mesne process.
Thursday, fee. 12.
of the officers and troops he offered to respect the subject of the transportation of the mail
On motion of Mr. Rowell of J.
Messrs Hamilton and- Bell were appointed M. advocated the passage of the resolve, and
inviolably the deliberations of the people, be on Si’iidays. About 2000 persons were pres
Ordered, That the committee on the Judi
a committee cn th'c part of the House to join Mr. Bourne of K. Smith of N. Jewett of B. op-.
it what it might.
ent. A resolve was passed highly approving
posed it, on the question of passing the Re ciary be instructed to inquire into the expe
After the reading of this note succeeded the Report recently made to the' U. S. Sen  the committee on the part of the S&nate, Mr. solve it was negatived 67 to 51.
diency of altering the law relating to high
all which is detailed in the Popular.-^ct, in- ate and accepted by that body. Other reso Tazewell, to wait on Gen. Jackson and Mr.
Resplve in favor of Waterville College ways, as to liabilities of such cnm'plaints as
Calhoun and inform them of their election,as
sérted in the Bando.”
lutions, disapproving exertions made to in President and Vice President. A bill for the was on motion of Mr, Boutelle called up. do not prevail or at least to prevent costs on
Then follows a note ft om Julian Segundo fluence the Councils of the nation by any
The resolve was passed* in the Senate, grant complaints made without just cause—reads
de Aguero, President of • the Assembly, to particular religious sect, and expressive of relief oi James Monroe was reported by the ing $2000, was refused a passage in the House. and passed.
select
committee
to
whom
were
referred
the
General D. Juan Lavalle, Provisional Gov their regret at the recent adjournment of
In the senate the resolve was amended by in
ernor and Captain General of the province the Assembly of that State, at the request of memorial from Albemarle county, Va. on serting $1500 which was also rejected in the
that
subject.
The
House
then
went
into
MONDAY, FEB. 16.
as named by the people in assembly this day. a sectarian congregation in Albany
Committee, and the Cumberland ’Road bill House. Mr. Deshon of B. moved a recon
Petition of Jedediah Dow, relating to the
sideration with the tiew, as he observed, to preservation of certain domestic animals was
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deferred to the committee who have tmder i Dedication & Ordination.—-On Wed
From the National Journal, Jan. 30.
consideration so much'of the Governor’s nesday last, the large and elegant MeetingA VALUABLE 'MEDICINE,
An impression having generally prevailed
Speech as relates to Agriculture.
OBITUARI
iffrRecommendcd by unquestionable ânfi
A bill repealing so much of an Act as re House erected the past season, by the Unita that the levee of Wednesday was the last
quires the Inspector General of Hops to pay rian Society in Dover, N. H« was dedicated, of the present session, there was an unusual
conclusive testimonials. .
a duty on his commission. It appeared that and Mr. Samuel K. Lathrop, was ordained ly’ large concourse of visiters. The East
E Proprietor, cpnfidently offers to the
Room, where the band was stationed, was
the fees of inspection did not amount to the
Pastor over said Society. The Services thronged to excess ; and before nine o’clock
public what experience has proved to
duty on his commission.
be one of the most efficacious compounds in
A bill requiring the Selectmen of towns were as follows : Dedicatory Services, by three or four cotillion parties‘had firmed
the Materia Medicafor the cure of th t
and the Assessors of plantations to make an Dr. Nichols, of Portland,—Prayer, bv Dr. themselves as well as the pressure would
class of distressing, dangerous and inveterate
nual returns to the Legislature of certain Andrew^, of Newburyport ; Sermon, by Dr. permit, and were busily engaged in treacling
Diseases, produced by an impure state xif
the mazy dance. About ten o’clock, the
statistical facts had two readings, and Tues
Parker, of Portsmouth, from 1st Corinthi doors of the South-West room were thrown
day next assigned for third reading.
DIED—In. this town, M r. John Baker the blood, acrimony of the humors, and a
vitiated habit of body, and usually exhibit
The committee on State Lands* made a ans, 2d chap. 2d verse, “ For I determined out, and a range of supper tables was display aged 50 years.
report on the Land Agent accounts which not to kiton any thing among you, save Jesus ed, in the centre of the principal of which
In Lyman. 13th inst. Mr. Abraham Kim ing themselves in" the various forms of
Scrofihula, Salt Rheum, Leprosy, St. An
Mr. and Mrs. Adams were stationed, opDo- ball, aged 73.
was read and accepted.
Christ, and him crucified.” Ordaining Prayer site to .each other. 1'he tables were cover
The committee to whom was referred tlje
In Saco, 7th inst. Richard S. son of Mr thony’s Fire, Fever sores, White Swellings:.
Toni and obstinate Ulcers, .Sore Legs aid
petition of Joshua Hathaway, reported that by Dr. Thayer, of Lancaster, Mass. ; ed with all the dishes customary at an eve Edmund Scam man, aged 4 years.
Eyes, Scald Head, Scurvy and Venefial '■
the petitioner have leave to withdraw his pe Charge, by Rev. Mr. Greenwood, of Boston ; ning repast of the first oMer,and with wines: In Buxton, Sophron-t, daugl
of
Mr.
Taint, where Mercury has failed.
of peculiar excellence ; land the whole was
tition.
Right H^nd of Fellowship, by Rev. Mr. Up arranged with the utmost propriety and Nelson Fogg, agec
The committee on Militia and Military ham, of Salem ; Concluding Prayer, by Rev.
DR. RELFE'S
good taste. An elegafit plateau adorned
Affairs made report—read and accepted.
the
chief
table,
extending
nearly
’
two
thirds
Mr.
Wells,
of
Kennebunk
;
Benediction,
by
13OTAJCICAL
DROPS,
A bill to make stockholders competent
of its length, on which Vvere several candelawitnesses, after they shall have disposed of Rev. S. K. Lathrop.
have,
in
a
multitude
of
cases,
cured these in
bras of corresponding .beauty. Everything
their shares in the bank, passed to be enact
The services were highly interesting- was in profusion, and the best of its kind ;
veterate and deep rooted complaints far their
ed.
worst and most*hopeless! stages*. The Drops
more particularly the Sermon and Charge, and the cheerfulness and courtesy of the
On motion of Mr. Kent ofB.
are also given with success for violent erup
donors of the feast threw over1 the whole
Ordered, That the committee.cn the Ju which were very excellent.
tions after the measles,g.ed blotches festering
diciary be instructed to inquire intp the ex
In the evening a Discourse was delivered scene a charm which will long be cherished,
erufitions
fimfiles on the face f
i'n
pediency of altering the law relating to bail by Dr. Nichols, of Portland ; which waslis- with pleasure, among the reminiscences of
connexion with Dr 'Jèbb’s Linarfient, they
polite hospitality. It was near midnight be
m civil actions.
remove white swellings of the joints. The
A bill to repeal a part of the Act for gov tened to by a large and attentive audience fore the delightful; melody of “ Home—
ENNEBUNK, FEBRUARY 21
Scrophula,: in its early shapes ' of mere tu+erning the militia, that requires in certain with the pleasure and interest which that sweet Home,” gave the si.nrel for a general
mours behind tlie-ears and under thè chin,
cases, catridges with balls in times of peace. learned and popular divine usually inspires. dispersion.
ME MOR. AND A.
and swelling of the upper lip.and nose, will
A bill regulating the sale of Salt, passed to
, 'Louisiana.—Tire Ur
4 Assembly of
Saco, Feb. IS.— A r.-s,ch. Ossipee, Murph not only quickly yield to this preparation,
be engrossed.
Installation.—Rev. Clement Parker
.-^»pointed’ the Boston ; 14th, sch. Speed, Gray, do.-rSailed. but scrofihulous ulcers. Which have spread
A bill to incorporate the Maine Manufac was IqÿallwÆ» over the first Congfe^ationat tnis St-ate, on the
lion. Ed warn Livingston, a Senator to Con Idtfi, schs. Mary, Perkins, New-York ; Nor- to such an extent and depth, as to' erode the
turing Company had two readings., and to
cartileges, ^ effect the bones with caries,
'
Chprch in Shapteigh, on t.he,28th ult. Invo gress, on the 5th ballot, by a vote of 32 of. way, Emery, Boston.
morrow assigned fora third reading. • ■
have been gradually and permanently healed,
The memorial of Jabez P. Bradbury, to cation and reading the Scriptures and first the 62 given. He takes tire seat vacated by
Pack-I by the persevering administration of this
At
Ponce,
28th
ult.
brigs
Richmond*-'
gether with the report On the same made to prayer, by Rev. Mr. Adams, of Newfield ; the Hon. D. Bouligny onthe 4th of March et, and Cadmus, of this port, dis’g.
powerful .medicine^—the sunken, squalid
the last Legislature, was taken up and re Sermon, by Rev. Mr. Bacon, of Sanford, from next. The opposing candidates were Mr
Sailed from Holmes’ Hole, 13th inst. sch. countenance restored to its florid hue, thé
Bouligny, H. Johnson, T. Butler and J. Bow
ferred to Messrs Pond of B., Cobourn of B
vita! energy re-established, and the whole
Mark 16,15 ; Installing Prayer, by Rev. Mr. re. Mr. Bouligny was opposed to Mr. Liv Columbia, of and for Saco.
and Morse ofW.
At Gnyama, no date, brig William, Walk system purified and invigorated. They are
Resolve relating to public lands; finally Nichols, of Wakefield, N. H; ; Charge, by ingston in favor of the election of Gen. Jack- er, of this port, fnr Boston. At Platillas, brig also the best Spring and Autumnal Physic.
son.
■passed.
Ospray, Pope, of this port, waiting cargo.
Rev. Mr. Weston, of Lebanon ; Right Hand
From many other proofs of the superior
A resolve relating to depredations on the of Fellowship, by Rev. Mr. Adams ; Address
Adv. at New-OHears, 21st ult. brig York, virtues of I)r. Relfe’s Drops, the proprietor
T he report of the death of Gen. Jackson is
public lands, was ordered to lie on the table,
Lord, Marseilles, soon..
selects the following to the church and people, by Rev. Mr. Tap said to have arisen from mis-reading. A
to give time to examine the same.
Adv. at’Mobile, 21st ult. brig Agenoria,
person writing that “ the General was. to
INTERESTING CASES.
pan,
of
Alfred
;
Concluding
Prayer,
by
El

Afternoon.
leave on the 20th ofJanuary but did on the Cole, Marseilles 10, passage only ; 19th,
A Lady, to whom reference can be made,
A bill additional to incorporate the propri der Emerson, of Shapleigh.
19th, the italic word was blunderingly read Orestes, Nason, New-York.
Ent. at New-Orleans, 20th ult. Eunice, was for years afflicted with humours on her
etors of Kittery* Point Bridge giving a further
died.
Somerset Journal.
neck, accompanied with frequent itching,
Stevenson, of Saco, Jacmel.
New-Hampshire.—The election of Rep
time to build the same had two readings.
At St. Thomas, 14th ult. Boston-Packet, eruptions and running-sores. She had tried
The resolve to prevent depredations on the resentatives to the 21st Congress and of State
It is gratifying to learn, says the Baltimore
various remedies.and had taken the best med
Public Lands was taken up and recommitted officers takes place in New-Hampshire, on American, that amidst the excitement crea Morrell, of Saco, from Wilmington,
Sailed from Havre, Dec. 25th, Philetus, ical advice, but could get no permanent re
to the committee on the Northeastern Monday, the 9tb day of March next. The ted by the party feelings which have array
lief,
and her case daily becoming worse, fears
Boundary.
candidates for Representatives to Congress ed one portion of our country against thé eth Morrell, New-Orleans 6th ult.; brig Union, were entertained of a fatal termination of
friendly to the present National Administra- er, the most friendly sentiments still animate Smith, of th;s port, for do.
.tion, are,
At Ponce, P. R. 28th ult. brig Cadmus, her complaint, when a friend providentially
TUESDAY, FEB. 17.
the two distinguished individuals who have,
recommended the B. tanical Drops, four
White,
of this port, disc’g.
Langlev Boardman, Rockingham.
On motion of Mr. Fillebrown, of W.
been the cause of this fervor. We under
bottles of which effected a complete cure tp
Cid.
at
New-York,
13tb,
sch.
Saco,
John*
Dajkl Barker, jr. Strafford'.
Ordered, that Messrs. Fillebrown of W.
stand that as soon as General Jackson was
the surprise and joy of herself and friends.
Ezekiel Webster. Merrimack.
Bourne oí K. and Dole of A. with such as tire
apprised that the family of Mr. Adams were son, Saco.
A child of 8 years had lost the use of his
In
the
Mississippi,
23d
ult.
ship
Delos,
John Wallace, Hillsborough,.
Senate may join, be a Committee to consider
making arrangements to vacate the Presi
arms, one leg was almost crippled, hip drop
Williams,
of
this
port,
from
Boston.
Jonathan
Lord,
Cheshire.
dent’s house, in time to have it prepared for
what business is necessary to be acted on the
At St. Thomas, 23d ult. Alert, Donnell, of ped out of place, thigh and arms swollen and
Joseph Bell, Grafton U Coos.
his reception on the 4th of March, he sent a po
present session,.and when the Legislature
broken open in several places, and many of
York,
unc.
lite
message
to
Mrs.
Adams,
expressive
of
his
may have a recess—read and passed and
the sores had penetrated down to the bone.
The Jackson candidates, are,
Messrs. Dane and Kingsbury were joined on
regret
at
the
information,
and
assuring
her
On taking these drops he recovered the usp
SPOKEN.
John Brodhead, Rockingham.
the part of the Senate.
that he would be highly gratified it the fam
23d-ult. lat. 24, 22, Ion. 80, ship Constitu of his limbs, the sores healed up, and he was
Joseph Hammonds, Strafford.
ily
would
continue
to
occupy
it
as
long
as
it
A bill to incorporate the Eastern Stage
restored to health, although thought incura
tion, of this port, 6 days from Mobile.
Jonathan Harvey, Merrimack.
suited their convenience.
Company, passed to be engrossed.
ble !
Thomas Chandler, Hillsborough.
A bill to incorporate the Brunswick Falls
A Young Man, near Boston, was reduced
Henry Hubbarjl, Cheshire.
PROMTS UOTIÖZ
Cotton Factory, passed to be enacted.
so low by eruptions and sores in various parts
Extract of a letter from Washington, dated
John W. Weeks, Grafton cJ Coos.
the 12th inst. :—
of
his body, especially his neck and hands,
At a Court of Probate held at South-Ber
weakness at the stomach, loss of appetite,
“ The Senate have rejected the nomina
Gen. Jackson arrived at the City of
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 18.
wick, 'within and for the County of York, general debility, and gradual decline of the
tion of Mr. Crittenden as Judge of the Su
The vote whereby the House refused a Washington on the 11th inst.
on the first Monday in. February, in, the whole system, so as to threaten an approach
preme Court of the United States.
passage to the bill to incorporate Alfred
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and ing Consumption. He was entirely cured,
“ The question of suspending all nomina
Fires. A fire broke out in Charlestown,
Academy, was reconsidered. A motion was
twenty-nine, by the Hon. WILLIAM A. and restored to a fine state-of health, by five
made to amend the bill, by making the grant Mass, late in the evening, on the 12th inst. tions until after the 4th of March, which has
or six bottles of these Drops,
of land of the value of $2000 instead of $300p Several sheds, a carpenter’s shop and a three been the subject- of debate in secret session
HAYES, Judge of said Court: *
A marriéd Lady was for years afflicted
and the amendment was adopted, and on the story dwelling house on Joiner’s street were for the last two weeks, is not yet decided.”
OHN SMITH administrator of the es with.eruptions on the faeç, head,, ears and
question of passing the bill to be engrossed, consumed. The dwelling House Was occu
tate of John Chadbourn, late of Ber various partis of the body, attended with vio
there were 54 in favor and 59 against, and. the pied by three familie^yàïzr of one of which,
A letter from Washington, published in a
wick, in said county, deceased, having pre
 itchingFhuwhlgK&c.—had ■ tried many
lent
(Capt. 1' rue’s who was absent on a voyage to Baltimore paper, says, that it.is confidently
bill was lost.
sented
his first' account of administration of- ' prescriptions without effect—was confined tb
A resolve making further provision for the sea.Yfterished in. the fiâmes, viz. Mrs' True, anticipated that John Randolph, of Roaeoke, the estate of said deceased, for allowance :
her room, and declined all company. She
erection of the Public Buildings, passed to their son, aged 17, and their two daughters, will be sent as Minister to London .’
ORDERED—That the said administrator ( was cured by taking four bottles of these
aged 12 and 8 years. The others escaped,
be engrossed.
Drops.
give
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
caus

A bill authorizing the Supreme Judicial saving a small part of their furniture.
The New-York Albion of Saturday says, ing a copy of this order to be published three
A Lad belonging to Saugus, whose head
Courts to appoint Clerks, passed to be en
In Boston, on the evening of the 11th inst. it is in vain any longer to deny, that a' spirit weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga was
covered all over with sores and blotches,
grossed.
a block of stores in Dock Square was discov of treason and incipient revolution is actually zette, printed, at Kennebunk, in said county, V as wholly cured by a few bottles, after ev
ered to be on fire. The upper stories of four abroad in the Canadas.
that they may appear at a Probate Court to ery other remedy had failed.
buildings were entirely destroyed and the'
THURSDAY, FEB. 19.
be held at Berwick, in said county, on the
A Gentleman writes, he had been sorely
A Bill additional to an Act directing the lower much injured.—On the 12th, at 2
Mr. Wirt. It gives us great pleasure to first Monday in May next, at ten of the clock afflicted for ten years with Boils all over his
method of laying out and making provision for o’clock A. M. another fire broke out in a state says the National Intelligencer of Sat in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any7 they body, and having tried all kinds of rémedies
the repair and amendment of Highways was store in Broad Street The lower story was urday, that the health of Mr. Ww t, the At have, why the same should not be allowed.
without success, by the use of these drops he
taken up and discussed. A motion was made greatly injured and a considerable portion of torney General of the United States is entire Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
was perfectly cured.
to strike out the first section with the view the stock destroyed. The flames were ex ly restored.
A true copy—Attest,
Another Gentleman writes—“ I have been
of defeating the bill, before a discussion was tinguished before they reached the upper
seriously afflicted with the Salt Rheum on
Wai. Cutter Allen, Register.
stories.
The legislature of Kentucky adjourned on
had the Ho usé adjourned.
Feb. 21.
my head, &c. and resorted to the use .of ma
In Portland, 12th inst. the Dwelling house- the last Thursday of January. All the nom
ny medicines without effecting a cure, or do
of Mr. William Rice, in Brackett-Street, inations of the Governor of the State to fill
ing any essential good, until I obtained some
was destroyed by fire. Loss from 8 to $900. the office of Chief Justice, failed—the Senate
of your Botanical Drops, which, on using a
refusing to consider them. The State is thus
In Portsmouth, N. H. on Sunday last, about left without a Chief Justice.
S hereby given, that agreeable to a vote short time, entirely cured me. I therefore
SATUBBJnT;
£1.. 18^0.
2 o’clock A. M. the large brick store, in Bow
of the proprietors of the New-Meeting- recommend it to every person afflicted with
Mr.
Rush
has
so
far
recovered
Tils
health
»Street, occupied by Mr. Wm Sontlrerin, was
House in this town, the pews in said housethis com plaint.”
A Pamphlet has recently been published destroyed by fire. Loss estimated at about as to be able to résumé his^duties as Secre will be sold at Public Auction on Monday
“I was afflicted,” writes a person, “for
tary of the Treasury.
entitled “ Correspondence between John ^7000—insurance $4000.
the 2d day7 of March next, at 2 o’clock P. M. six years with intolerable burnings all mrer
Quincy Adams, Esq. President ot the United
my body, a dreadful ulcer on my left leg, and
Accident.—A Mr. Coombs, of Matinic
at said house.
States, and several citizens of Massachusetts Inland, Me. left his house on the 5th inst.
EXECUTIVE APPOINTMENTS.
Every proprietor who prefers taking his every other day a return of head-aché.
concerning the charge of a design to dissolve with a loaded gun under his arm,—he had.
After taking one bottle, I began to mend, and
For the County of: Cumberlahd. Joseph stock in the house, to its remaining in com alter the third, was perfectly cured ; sixtythe union alleged to have existed in that gone but a short distance, when, passing over
mon and undivided stock, is requested to
A
dams, ofportland, County Attorney.
two pieces of bone came from my leg, most
State.” This correspondence has excited a piece of ice, he fell and the gun went off in
For the County of Lincoln. John H. corrffc forward and bid it off.—Whoever ly very small, the largest was two inches
much interest—several thousand copies of the the direction of his House^ The shot passed
wishes to purchase pews in said house will long.”
S
heppard, Wiscasset, Register ctf Probate.
pamphlet have been circulated. & it has been through the side of the house and lodged in
For the County of Washington. Josiah then have an opportunity.
Price $1, or 6 bottles for $5
very extensively copied into the political jour the neck, back and arms of his daughter aged
H arris, East Machias, Clerk of all the Ju . Conditions of Sale made known at the
nals. We cannot present bur readers with the about 7 years. She died on the 7th inst.
***Prepared from tire original Recipe
time and place of Sale.
dicial Courts.
correspondence entire, without excluding
JOHN LILLIE Clerk of the Incorfiora- MS. of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, by T.
Jonathan D. Weston, Eastport, County
much other matter from our columns, which
KIDDER, his immediate successor and the
ted Proprietors of said House.
There are now living in Derry, N. H. 90 Attorney.
we are inclined to believe would be more persons, the sum of whose ages amount to
sole proprietor. For sale wholesale, (withall
Kennebunk, Feb. 20,1829.
For
the
County
of
Oxford.
L
evi Whit
interesting to them. We give below a 7300 years, making an average of 78 years
the other Conway Medicines) at his Count
succinct narrative of the contents of the and 2 months. There are 5 over 90—20 be man, Norway, County Attorney.
ing Room over No. 70, Court-street, corner
For the County of Penobscot f John God
pamphlet, which may not be uninterest tween 80 and 90—18 between 75 and 80 and
of
Hanover-street, and at retail by his spe
frey, Bangor, County Attorney.
cial appointment by
ing. The contents, arc, 1st. A letter signed 49 over 70. The town contains about 2000
HE Subscriber informs those that he has
by H. G. Otis, Israel Thorndike, T. H. Per inhabitants.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk, and
open accounts with, that unless they
kins, Wm. Prescott, Daniel Sargent, John
The> Medical Lectures at Bowdoin Col
are adjusted previous to the first of April, he
JAMES D. DOWNING,
Lowell, Wm. Sullivan. Charles Jackson,
lege will commence on Tuesday the 24th shall be under the necessity of leaving, them
Kcnnebwik-Port.
MASSACRE AT CRETE !
Warren Dutton, Benj. Pickman, Henry Cainst.
,
with an attorney.
WILLIAM LORD.
A Smyrna article of December 2d, states
bott, son of the late Geo. Cabott, C. C. Par
***Nqne genuine without the written sig
John Delamatter, M, D., Professor ip FairKennebunk,
Feb.
19,
1829,
sons, son of the late Theophilus Parsons, .that the Turks have deluged the island of field, N. Y„ will lecture on Ttreorj and
nature of T, KIDDER, on the outside print
Esq. deceased, and Franklin Dexter, son ot Crete with the blood of the Christians. The Practice of Physic.
ed wrapper.
THE
PERSON
the kite Samuel Dexter, addressed to. J. Q. Mabomedans, persuaded that when there
T. D. Wells, M. D. of Boston, on I¡.natomy
HO took a valuable Whalebone
Adams, which letter was elicited.by a pub shall be no Greeks in the country, there will and Surgery.
WHIP from our store on Thursday
lication in the National Intelligencer of the be no reason for separating it from thfe Otto
James McK-een, M. D., on Midwifery.
through mistake or otherwise, is request
21st Oct. last, Authorised by Mr. Adams, in man dominion, have conceived the project of
P. Cleaveland, M. D., on Chemistry and last,
ed to return it.
•which “ certain leaders” of the'federal party extirminating this, race of people, and in two Materia Medica.
PALMER & MILLER.
in 1808, are charged with having contempla days massacred from one thousand to twelve
The Anatomical Cabinet is extensive and
■m
Kennebunk, Feb. 20, 1828.
ted a dissolution of the Union at that time hundred people in the city of Candia alone. very valuable. 1'he Library, already one of
and for years previous. The individuals Scarce a sufficient number of Christians were the best Medical Libraries in the United
ILL re-commence her school, in this
Village, for the instruction of Young
above named request Mr. Adams to state, left to drag the carcases of their countrymen States continues to be every year enriched
Ladies, on Tuesday, the 7th of April next.
“ who are the persons designated as the to the sea. That being done, the unhappy by new works, both foreign and domestic.
FS1HE next term at this Academv will
Kennebunk, 7th Feb., 1829.
leaders of the federal party” at that time, wretches who had been spared were assas
JL commence on 4th day of March next,
Salem Gaz.
and the whole evidence on which the charge sinated. At Sude, at Spina Longa, at Reti—under the direction of the present Instruc
is founded.—2d. Mr. Adams’ Reply to this mo, all who were not Mahomedans were put
tor, who has given great satisfaction to the
Jí Y1VIS2Í 2.ar,.
letter, which is of considerable length. He to the sword. It is said that th& horrible
Trustees and to the parents and guardians of
says that the statement authorized by him massacre was perpetrated in consequence of
his pupils.—Tuition $3,00 for the term—
“ spoke, not of the federal party, but of cer- a secret order of the Grand Seignor, who has
Board from $1 16 to 1 50.—All the Books re
tam leaders of that party,’1'and that in confi formed the project df extirpating Christiani
quired, may be had at the Academy at the^ rjTHOSE of our patrons who intend pay51. ingfor their papers in Wood, are re
dential letters written by him to members of ty throughout his Empire. If this be the
lowest prices.
quested to haul it immediately.
Congress at that time, “ he expressly acquit case, it will be time to retract some of the
February 9,1829.
ted the great body of the federalists, not only encomiums bestowed On Turkish moderation
„
„
? J. K. REMICH.
Gazette Office, Feb. 7, 1829.
JUST PUBLISHED AND FOR SALÈ By
in participating in .the secret designs of those and humanity !
The
same
article
says,
that
the
Muscovites
leaders, but even of being privy to, or be-,
S’ÆSSŒâ IS. ILEimCH,
lievingin their existence.” And be now re-' ihave now found the vulnerable point of Tur
THE
MAINE REGISTER
peats his declaration’. He repeats the key, in the blockade of Constantinople.
M ARRIED—In Saco, on Tuesday morn
charge, but declines giving names or disclos Hitherto health and abundance have reigned ing last, Mr. Lewis Wilsontof Calais, to Miss
arg Vrited States Calendar, for
THE SUBSCRIBERS HAVE FOR SALE
Russian for - Elizabeth C, Kettle.
ing evidence. 3d. The appeal of the writers in the Ottoman army,
---- ... while
.........the
.........................
Bushels clca» WHEAT suitable for
of the Letter to the American people, which c^s have been overtaken with famine and
In Parsonsfield, 7th inst. Mr. Joseph
d’V Family’s use.
is handsomely written and occupies several/disease.; but with the distresses and the Welch, of Wakefield, N. H to Miss Sarah
ALS
pages. The publication in the .V<2izo72aZ In- | want provisions, produced by the blockade, Clough, of P.
Uritariar Advocate, for January.
In
telligencer, authorized by Mr. Adams, and 1 con^agrat’oniS, revolts, and anarchy may he
Liberal Preacher, for January.
10 Barrels good FLOUR manufactured from
Berwick, Mr. Zimri Willard, to
also his answer to their letter is commented ' expected to take place in (¡he capital of the Miss Margaret W. Tate, of TuftonborChristiar Examirer, for Sept, and the same as”the above.
npon with much severity.
' Turkish Empire, in the three first months ough.
Oct.—are ready for Subscribers, at
CFFE?
T/2TTZ', T* T
GREENOUGH,BODWELL,
& Co
efthe vear 1829.
JAMES K. REMiCH’S Bookstore. 1 Feb. 6, 1829.
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BUNKER HILL 'MONUMENT.
Winter in London.—It is difficult to form
At a meeting of the Directors of the Bun
fan idea of the kind of winter days in London.
—|NHE Subscriber would inform those perHIS inveterate disease which has so long
The smoke of fossil coals forms an atmos ker Hill Monument Association* on the six- FHT
_
sens indebted to him either by note or
cdersigned
JL
baffled the’art of the me st cxperiehccti
phere, perceivable for many miles, like a teenth of September last» the ur.i
«
i
< -------Physicians, has at length found a tovtiogn
round great cloud attached to the earth. In were appointed a committee to devise and account that the following articles will be re
the town itself, when the weather is cloudy carry into execution such measures as they II ceived in payment, if offered ísoon.
remedy in
j 4&
Y 5 inch white
CordWood - 2,/2J,
and foggy, which is frequently the case in should judge proper to obtain the means ne
DR. LA GRANGERS GENUINE
winter, this smoke increases the general din cessary to finish the Monument.
& red oak Plank ; Ship Timber; Trungy hue, and terminates the length of every
In executing their commission they have
street with a fixed gray mist, receding as held several meetings, and at their last meet nels; Corn; Oats and Beans.
Those who neglect to settle and pay will .FEW CUTANEOUS diseases are met '
you advance. But when some rays of sun ing the following Report of a sub-committee
with more reluctance by the Physician, and
happen to fall on this artificial atmosphere, was accepted, and the resolutions therein receive the next call from an Attorney.
none in which he is so universally unsuc<
its impure mass assumes immediately a pale contained adopted.
WANTED__ 50 M. Pine Bbl. cess
pul.
orange tint, similar to the effect of Claude
STAVES, and 10 M. White Oak or
... Yel--1
REPORT.
This Ointment-has stood the test 01 expe,
Lorrain glasses, a mild golden hue, quite
low
Ash
Bbl.
HOOP
POLES,
for
which
a
Your committee recommend that two
rience and justly obtained an unparalleled ce
FROM THE KEÑNEBECJOURNAL.
beautiful.
The air, in the meantime, is kinds
fair
price
will
be
given.
of subscription be obtained, in each
lebrity. It immediately n nioves the scabs,
1
WILLIAM GOOCH.
loaded with small flakes of smoke in subluna
gives a healthy action to the vessels of the
Idomeneus was a King of Crete, who, tion—a sort of flour of soot, so light as to float town throughout the Commonwealth, for
W'ells,
Feb.
5,
1829.
_______
raising the sum of fifty thousand dollars.
skin, and its original colour and smoothness.
having acted a conspicuous part in the siege without falling.
First—from those who may be disposed to
Numerous reconimcndations might be ob- ,
of Troy was returning to his dominions, when
All
persons
having
unsettled
contribute immediately.
tained of its superior efficacy, but the Pro
so violent a storm arose that shipwreck seem
The following was the general Bill of Fare"
accounts
with
the
late
firm
of
W
HEELed inevitable. He then solemnly swore to at the dinner given by the Lord Mayor of Lon- , Second—from such others as will engage WRIGHT& BOURNE, are requested to prietor chose ihat a fair trial should be
sacrifice to Neptune, if that God spared his don, on the 19th November:—365 tureens to pay a certain sum annually for two years. have them adjusted previous to the first of its only commentator. It has m tlireeor four
life, the first living creature he beheld on of turtle ; 110 dishes of fo'wls, 64 roasted , If in conformity to the second method two April next. Such as remain unsettled at weeks cured cases of fifteen and twenty years
thousand five hundred persons will sub
i standing, that have resisi ed the power of evhis arrival—which was his only son.
capons, 67 roasted pullets, 59 pigeon pies, 10 scribe ten dollars each, or five thousand that time will be left with an Attorney for ery other remed;/ that could be devised.
[Set* Telemaque.'}
surloins of beef, 92 hams (ornamented,) 77 persons five dollars each, the whole sum re adjustment.
T
It not only at once gives immediate relief in !
JOHN WHEELWRIGH T, Jr.
tongues, 2 baroons beef, 10 rounds of beef, 95 quired can be obtained, and the monument
THE SON OF IDOMENEUS.
Salt-Rheum, but cures T:nea Ch/d/'as (com
raised French pies, 111 dishes of mince pies, finished in two years ; and if at the expira
WILLIAM
BOURNE.
monly called SCALD HEAD)and all scabby
The beauteous boy was on the shore,
75 dishes marrow pudding, 69 tourts and tion of this year, the subscribers will advance
Wells, February 5,1829.
eruptions.peculiar to unhealthy children.
And eyed each coming barge,
tarts, 25 apple and damson tarts, 90 dishes ! the second year’s subscription, the last stone
jXz®There is nothing of a merciirial nature
Till he descried the one that bore
anges, 12 chanmarbree jellies, 73 blanch m
manges,
chan may be placed next autumn.
contained in it, and it may be used on in
His victor sire in charge.
tilly baskets, 4 fruit baskets, 72 dishes shell
I'o carry the proposed plan into effect, it
fants and under any other circumstances
fish, 5 dishes ptaws, 9 lobsters, sail ads, 60 is recommended, that the following resolu Fin
—~—Then beam’d his eye and glow’d his cheek
whatever.
H HE Subscriber has for Sale
dishes vegetables, 116 dishes of sallads.
tions be adopted:
With filial joy and glee ;
Sold Wholesale and Retail by the follow
Remove.—93 roasted turkeys, 54 Lever- |j
1© tons SAXaT IS AT
1. Resolved, That R. G. Shaw, Josiah
And quickly tow’rds its brazen beak
' j
ets, 87 pheasants, 4 dishes of sea fowl, 45 i Bradlee, John Rayner, E. H. Robbins, Jr. which will be sold low for Cash, Lumber.br ing agents.
He rushed beside the sea.
Davi d Griffith, Portlan d; Delano & Whit
, geese, 68 dishes of patridges.
1' George Hallet, S. T. Armstrong, Isaac Wa Wood.
JOSEPH STORER.
ney, Boston; Isaac Hill, Concord, N.H.
Dessert.—287 lb. of pine apples, 229 dishes ters, Franklin Dexter, George Darracott,
The flowing banner, there unfurl’d,
Kennebunk, Feb. 7, 1829.
Putnam & Blake, Saco, and JAMES K,
of hot nouse grapes, 337 dishes ftf ice creamy John B. Davis, Thomas C. Amory, Amos
In buoyant air he sees,
REMICH, Kennebunk.
104 dishes of apples, 104 dishes of pears, 9ô Lawrence be a committee to obtain subscripAnd his rich robe as lightly curled
***Liberal discount to country dealers.
dishes savory cakes (ornamented,) 81 dishes > tions.in the city of Boston, by the aid of ward
About him in the breeze.
May, 1828.
eopjy.
of walnuts. 139 dishes of dried fruit and pre I committees, and in such other manner as
DANIEL SHACKFORD,
The stern-eyed father saw him first
serves, 97 dishes of rout cakes, 39 dishes they ttniy deem most effectual, x
Of all who thronged the shore —
preserved ginger, 6 dishes brandy cherries. !
OULD inform the public that he
Dr. THAYER’S
‘¿. Resolved, That Abram Thompson,
And forth a stream of crystal burst,
Wmes.— Champagne, Hock, Claret, Ma Bciq. Whipple, Thomas J. Goodwin, James
has taken the Bake-House for
VcgetaVÁé V’d\ Cathó\icoxL
As from the rock of yore.
deira, Port and Sherry.
merly
occupied
by
Mr.
O.
B
artlett
,
where
K. Frothingham, J. M. Fisk, Josiah S. Hurd,
Who would’nt be an Aiderman ?
A Highly Approved Universal Family
John Johnson, be a committee to obtain sub he intends carrying on
He landed—and like marble stood ;
scriptions in Charlestown.
MEDICINE.
Nor heeded he the sound
Tbe grotesque blunders often made by [
3. Resolved, That Leverett Saltonstall,
HESE Pills cleanse the stomach and
With which the shouting multitude
foreigners, in attempting to clothe their ideas ; Qeorge pCqbodv, Stephen White, N. Sils- in all its various branches,—where he keeps
bowels ; restore lost or depraved ap
Echoed his name around.
in an English dress, have frequently excited j bée, Jr Stephen C.’'Phillips, J. W. Tread- on hand a general assortment of BREAD,
petite ; correct bilious disorders ; and aré
a
smile.
We
have
rarely
seen
a
more
we
u
p
e
a
committee
to
obtain
subscriptions
Then spake the boy with trembling tongue,
which he offers for sale low for cash, country an almost certain remedy for common colds,
whimsical'and amusing specimen of this spe in Salem.
“ Why, father, why those tears ?
produce or approved credit.—The least favor head-ache, cholic, dyseritary and any disor
cies
of
composition
than
is
afforded
by
the
#
%
£
*T.
4. IResolved..,
\ C&U I i-CCZj That
A I * <4k lllv
the Citivll
address
k QT to
tw the
tllv citi
There is not one, all these among,.
gratefully acknowledged.
ders in which physic is needful.
subjoined
advertisement
of
the
editor
ot
zens
o
f
t
h
e
Commonwealth,
be
printed,
with
But gladsome now appears.
They are highly recommended by
D. S. would inform his friends and
rKxiagiiTa’s Italian and English Dictionary. tiQe proceedings of this committee, and transWe copy
“ Ob, why thus turn thy face away
opy it-verbatim.
it-verbatim, et literatim, et punc- m,tted by the Secretary, with subscription customers that he has received a prime lot of Physicians, and others Who are acquainted
,-»
»-vi »-if»
nt I .Pirhnrn
. J
•
>
■» ‘
i
-t _
with their mild and pleasant operation, as is
tuatim,
from
an orlitinn
edition printed
at Leghorn, papers,
From me, thy only son ?
in a circular letter, to such gentle
FLOUR,
preventative of fevers, if taken freely in thea
in 1818. 'Fhe correctness of the work may men, as he may think proper, in every town
Have I offended ? father, say—
in
barrels
and
half
barrels
which
he
will
sell
commencement :—and may be continued ar
be judged from this example : Sal. Gaz.
What eyil have I done ?”
in the state, except Boston, Charlestown at a very small advance for cash.
physic through every Stage of bilious or ty
THE EDITOR.
and Salem, requesting them to organize com
Then louder wept the sire again,
He also wishes to; purchase a quantity of phiis fevers.
“ The Kind reception with which Mr mittees, for obtaining subscriptions, and
And deeper yet he sighed —
Each box is accompanied with directions
Gralia’s Dictionary was deservedly receiv transmitting the funds obtained, to the Treas dry Hemlock and Pine WOOD, or dry
His breast—it heav’d with spirit’s pain,
ed at its first appearance, and the many edi urer of the Bunker Hill Monument Associa Hemlock and Spruce FAGGOT'S, for which for using ; and recommendations from the
Like ocean’s troubled tide.
he will pay Bread and a fair price.
valuable part of society. And they are per
tions that afterwards have been published tion.
Kennebunk, Jan. 31.
fectly safe for women and children in all
have encouraged the Editor to undertake a
5. Resolved, That the funds obtained by
Dost thou,” he cried, “ infernal god,
conditions.
new one, but more carefully performed, and the subscription committees of Boston,
Require this artless child,
0^7-None are genuine unless numbered
of commodious use : he has proposed himself Charlestown and Salem, be paid over to the
To quench thy cursed thirst for blood
to follow the last edition of Genoa, which Treasurer of the Bunker Hill Monument
and signed by
S. W. THAYER.
And make thee reconciled ?
though be the best of all the others, notwith Association to whom they will also deliver
LL persnns having <my demands what
For Sale by
standing has its blunders which shall be the subscription papers when their labors
“ Unseal my vitals—drink my life,
ever against the subscriber are hereby
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
mended in this which also shall be increased shall have been concluded.
Dire monster of the deep—
requested to*present the same to him for ad
with some articles. A very good, and use
His ne’er shall make thy spirit blithe—
6. Resolved, That all the newspapers in justment and payment, without delay, as he is
ful Italian Grammar at the beginning of this New-England be requested to insert the desirous of paying all his debts while living.
My vow I will not keep !”
Volume shall be prefixed, so that the begin proceedings of this meeting.
JAMES CLEAVES.
To slay himself he brandished high
ners shall have nothing to wish, as neither
Kennebunk-Port, Jan. 29,1829.
nriH.E Subscribers having been appointed
His bright and glittering blade--the Merchants at whose convenience a seaby the Hon. William A. Hates,
the
New-York
From
the
Correspondent
of
By the strong grasp of others nigh
VocaSulary has been apposed to the end.
NOTICE.
Judge of Probate for the County of York,
Com.
Adv.
His sinewy arm was stayed.
The cleanliness of the paper, ink and print
f#lHE subscribei' requests all persons m- Commissioners to receive and examine the
make their own recommendation by them
WASHINGTON, KER; 3.
JL debted to him either by Note or Ac claims of the creditors to the estate of
“ Cease,father, cease,” exclaimed the child, selves. In regard to the size of the Volume
The Senate is seldom seen or heard of. count, to call, settle and pay the same prior
“ Behold my bosom bare !
BENJAMIN COES,
is
contrived
in
a
manner
to
be
pocket
up.
Their doors are generally closed ; and the to the first of March next.—All who neglect
If thou hast vowed, be it fulfilled—
With all these recommendations the Editor reports circulated as to their secret doings this Notice beyond the time specified may late of Kennebunk-Port, deceased, sail ma
Plant, plant thy weapon there !”
cherishes the hope that this edition shall are not to be relied on. It is said for instance be assured, that their accounts and notes will ker, represented insolvent, and the term of
meet with an well-come, and the pref that a prominent member of the Administra be lodged in the hands of an Attorney for six months being allowed said creditors to
Then wildly glared the warrior’s, eye,
bring in and prove their claims ; we there
erence about all others, by all lovers ot the tion party has made a bold, spirited, and suc collection.
JOTHAM PERKINS.
And horrid to thè sight,
fore give notice that wre will attend that ser
most elegant, and very useful English lan cessful onset upon the opposition ; that he
Kennebunk, January 22, 1829.
As gleams a beacon fearfully
vice at the Custom house room, in said Keoguage.”
has exhibited to them the unconstitutionality,
Beneath the brow of night.
nebunk-port, on the last Saturday of this
absurdity, and indecency of their course ;
month and the five succeeding months from
He strikes ! he strikes ¡—The pride of Crete
and told them that the United States’ Senate
A Cure for the Salt-Rheum.
one to six o’clock, P. M. on said days.
Hath fallen by the blow—
Mr. Editor .•—Having been very severely was about to take the first direct and decisive
HE Subscriber has on hand a few
GEO. WHEELWR1GH1
CommisYes ! he who came a sire to greet,
afflicted with the Salt-Rheum, and having step, which had ever been taken, towards
HUNDRED BUSHELS
OL1VER BOURNE.
5 sioners.
Hath found a murderer now !
Weld.
tried every thing in use, without effect, a the dissolution of the Union.
Kennebunk-Port, Jan. 14,1829.
WHEAT & RYE,
friend handed me the following receipt for
making
a
medicine,
and
assured
me,
if
1
per

in
good
order,
which
he
offers
for
Sale
on
From the Philanthropist and investigator.
reasonable terms.
severed in its use, it would cure this trouble
some humor. 1 did so, and, in less than one
••.ALSO.-..
E the subscribers having been ap* ,
At
a
Court
of
Probate
ho!den
at
South-Ber

Ef-------- January 5th, 1829.
month, was entirely cured—therefore, 1
A Farm, containing about 70 acres of good
pointed by the Hon. William A. |
wick,
within
and
for
the
County
of
York,
thought it would be well to publish it, that
land, hear the village of Sanford.
Mr. Goodell,—
Hayes, Esq. Judge of Probate, 8cc. for
on the first Monday of February, in the
ELISHA ALLEN.
Sir—In turning over a new leaf in my others might receive its benefits
County of York, to receive and examine the
One ounce of Macoiktim root, half an
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and t Sanford, Jan. 22, 1829.
book, I found that I owed you two dollars,
claims of creditors to the estate of
for mv paper which you have sent me since ounce of Senna, one pound of Prunes, two ra
tzverdy-nine, by the Honourable WILLRUFUS NOWELL,
last March. And upon looking a little fur zes of Ginger, and a handful of Garden SiflIA M A. Il A YES, Judge of said Court:
late of York, deceased» represented insolv
ther I found the money, which 1 send you, lendine, steeped in a quart of water until re
T
Kermebunk-Landing,
on
the
road
be

ON the petition of Dorcas Gilman, ad
and I’ll assure you that it is with pleasure duced to a pint.
tween the house of Capt. Adam McCul- ent,—do hereby give notice that six month [
ministratrix of the estate of Dudley
are allowed to said creditors to bring in and
Directions. The Macoikum root must be
that I do so.—In looking over the othe r side
lock
and the store of G. ik I. Lord, 2 gold
Gilman, late of Shapleigh, in said county, de
prove their claims, and that we shall attend
of the leaf, I find that I did not write it very pounded, and the ingredients must be sim ceased,
watch
seals,
1
gold
key,
1
do.
ring
and
part
representing that the personal estate
that service at the dwelling house of Joseph
well, that is, I have not spent the last year mered gently, keeping the vessel covered
of
a
gold
chain.
■
Frost, Esquire, in Eliot, on the last Mon
as I wish I had done ; for I have spent more during the process—then it must be strained of said deceased is not sufficient to pay the
Any
person
finding
the
above
will
be
gen

than twenty dollars for that spirit which and a nutmeg grated in wfien cooled. The fust debts which he owed at the time of his erously rewarded on leaving them at the day in March and the last Monday in June ¡
from one to six o’clock P. M. of said days.
will kill both soul and body. I would not medicine must be kept in a corked bottle, death by the sum of three hundred and store of George & Ivory Lord.
Dated at Eliot, the first day of January,
have you to understand that I am a drunk and should be shaken, before it is poured out. seventy-one dollars and forty-five cents,
Kennebunk,
Jan.
22,
1829,
A. D. 1829.
ard ; 1 have only spent six cents per day for 'fwo table-spoons full is a dose for a child, and praying for a license to sell and convey
JOSEPH FROST,
strong drink, and find that bjr so doing I levy and three for a grown person?—taken every so much of the real estate of said deceased,
BENJAMIN ROGERS. I
a heavv tax upon myself. Now this sum, I morning, before breakfast. While taking as may be necessary for the payment of said
think, if laid out for the support of my family, the medicine, the sores should be washed, debts and incidental charges :
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no rB5HE Copartnership heretofore, existing
HE subscriber, having been chosen 1
would make it twice as happy as it was be every day, in warm Castile soap suds.
between the subscribers is this day
[nominal] Treasurer of the
This medicine is rather slow in its opera tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
fore. At a house where I boarded the other
dav, there was a man so drunk before the tion, but if its i^se is persevered in, will cer to all persons interested in said estate, by dissolved by mutual consent. All persons in
Rfnnebunk
Mamtfacluring Company
sun had made its appearance in the heavens, tainly drive the humor from the system. B. causing a copy of this order to be published debted to said firm are Requested to make at their annual meeting on the second day of1
in
the
Kennebunk
Gazette,
printed
in
Ken

payment
to
A.
F.
S
ymonds who is duly au
that he could not eat his breakfast, and on
June, 1828, hereby gives public notice, pursu
nebunk, in said county, three weeks success thorised to adjust the same.
the next day there was a similar scene. 1|
Cure for Phthisic.—Vuk a weasel skin
ant to law, that ata meeting of said Compa
NATHANIEL UPHAM,
have seen how rum operates upon men around the neck, the hair outward. It is best ively, that they may appear at a Probate
ny on the twelfth day of March, 1828, it was
A. F. SYMONDS.
around me, who were once quite respectable if taken before it is dried hard', and worn next Court tdliehoiAen at Kennebunk, in said
voted, that an assessment or instalment of.
Wells, December 19, 1828.
and steady. They drank their sling, their the skin. An old gentleman who was long county, on the first Monday in April next, at
fve percent, be laid and raised on each share,
eleven o’clock and four o’clock very regu obliged to sleep sitting up in his chair, says ten of the c.loclj in the forenoon, and shew
A.
F.
SYMONDS
larly ? but alas ! it soon became necessary, as he was completely cured by it in a short cause,’ if any they have, why the prayer of Has taken the stock formerly belonging to to be paid into the Treasury, within thirty'
days.
” And at said annual meeting, itwa&:
said
petition
should
not
be
granted.
they thought, to drink at nine o’clock and time. He mentions other cases where it has
the firm of A. F. Symonds St Co. and will voted, “ that said assessment be called for.’'
five; and I have seen them run to their proved equally salutary. It is also mentioned JfrrES'P, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
continue the business at the old stand. A and paid to the Treasurer, at such time as.
A true cofty—Attest,
chests and take a swallow of clear New- as a potent remedy for mothers afflicted
share of public patronage is respectfully so the Directors may order.” But no ordeb
VVm. Cutter Allen, Register.
England just as they were going to dinner! with broken breasts,, to be applied to the
licited, and all past favevs gratefully acknowl has been given by the Directors for the pay
Feb.
7.
You may conclude from this that I looked part affected.
edged.
ment thereof ; nor has. tire said assessment
with horror upon the scene : I have taken
A settlement of all demands belonging to
At a. Court of Probate held at South-Ber- the late firm of A. F. Symonds & Co. must or any part thereof ever been irnid in to the-1
my bottle out from my chest, with the de
Eggs.—A chemist of Geneva, states that
Treasurer.
termination to use no more of its contents. 1 he has discovered an easy mode of preserv
ndck, within and'Jor th<e County of York, be had before the 30th of April next.
Tire capital stock of said Company coiv
found that I could drink four or five glasses ing for six years, or probably for a longer pe
Wells,
January
8,
1829.
oil. the -first Monday in February, in the
sisted of:real estate valued at gll,QOO—Ma
a day very well,.and thought that I could not riod, eggs, perfectly fresh and fit to eat, and
year qf,our Lord eighteen hundred and
chinery valued at $14,000—-Goods valued at
do with less. But in turning over the new a confectioner of the same place has, this
about $5,000—^besides a number of other ar-•[
tx&enty-nine, by the Honourable WILleaf, I find; that I am an altered man. It year, employed in his business a ton of eggs
tides ; all purchased upon credit. For whicbJ
brings peace and happiness to my family, which had been so preserved. All that is
LJAM A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
and other, debts incurred by the Company, j
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL,
and it is truly a great pleasure to me to go necessary is to put fresh eggs into a bocal (a <OSEPH S. SIMPSON, guardian of
suits have been brought bj^ the creditors, and h
home, after I have toiled hard all day, and large round bottle with a short neck.) and fill ' dis James and Elizabeth Ann Bowden,
the whole property of said Company real
meet the smiling face of the partner of my
minors
and
children
of
James
Bowden,
late
—
AMONG
W?BI.CH
;
ARE
—
>
with lime-water. The way to. make the
and personal has been sold at auedonjor dw 1
choice, and partaker of all my joys and sor it
lime-water is as followsThrow into a of York, in sard county, deceased, having H|NHE Literary ,*ad Scientific Class benefit of the creditors, and the proceeds bas!
rows. I hope: and pray, that those who vessel containing, between 20 and 30 pints of presented his account of guardianship of said .m.
Book ;
been greatly insufficient to satisfy , them all.
spend only six cents a day for strong drink, water, five or six pounds of quick lime, shake minors :
Classical Reader ; Agricultural Reader;
So that the Company has become Insol
■may follow my example.—A Subscriber.
ORDERED*—Th at the said guardian Whelpley’s Gompend of History ;
it well several times, then let the lime pre
vent.
DANIEL SEW ALL. [
cipitate itself, and pour off the water, which give notice to all persons interested, by caus Geographies; Grammars; A.rithmeticks ;
Kennebunk, Jan. 14, -1828.
A Useful Caution.—The following from is ¡perfectly limpid, although it has dissolved ing a copy of this order to be published Spelling Books.
the N.York Evening Post is an- apt cautidn a portion of the lime. This is the water to three weeks successively in the Kennebunk And, almost all the popular School Books
in use.
against a too common practice of signing pe be used. To make sure of its being satura Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said Coun
titions without knowing any thingabbut their ted with the lime, after havingfilled the bo ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court A large assortment of STATIONARY.
to
be
held
at
Kennebunk,
in
said
county,
on
objects. The editor says—" It has of late cal containing the eggs until the water is
become a sort.- of by-word, that signatures about three inches above them, dust in a the first Monday in April next, at ten of the A great variety of BLANK ACCOUNT
BOOKS.
may be obtained for any thing. Not long small quantity of quick-lime and close the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
they have, why the samé should not be-al [ 15,000 Superior R us si a Quiles.
since, a license, it is said, was procured in.a boc^l.
OFFERS FOR SALE A FEW
I PA PE R HANGING S and BORDERS.
lowed.
Certain great city., fora woman to sell drams.
AttesPí Wm. Cutter Allen., Register. j All of which will be sold at prices corres- Bbls. Howard Street FSiOO
On examination it turned out that she
Some peopletliink the unusual severity of
A true cofiy—ATPEST,
j
ponding to the scarcity of money, atkept a. house erf- doubtful reputation, and — the cold in January took the heart out of the
warranted of first quality.. Likewise, a quan
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
that her petition was signed by six profes winter : but there is some, pluck, left in old
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
tity of KVB at a small advance from »cosh
. Feb. 7,
sors of religion.
’ Kennebunk. Jan, 2,’ 1829.
. Jan. 91 UY Y
! Hyems yet.
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